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Abstract
Two different applications of the interaction between light and matter are discussed.
First, we consider the single molecule spectra (SMS) of chromophores embedded in
low temperature glasses. We demonstrate that it is possible to rationalize recent
experimental results within the framework of the standard tunneling model (STM)
for glassy dynamics as proposed by Anderson, Halperin and Varma and Phillips.
Our analysis enables insight to be gained as to what features of the model are most
important in describing experiment.
Implicit in our treatment is the assumption that the two level systems, central to
the STM, do not interact. The validity of this assumption is critically examined by
extending the model to allow for such interactions. This complication of the theoret-
ical model, beyond the lowest order implications of the STM, is found to influence
individual spectra, but not the averaged quantities which are typically reported in
the experimental literature.
Our second application is a brief foray into the field of quantum control. Within
the limit of weak applied fields and quadratic potentials for the control target, we
describe a general method capable of determining the best possible field for affecting
a desired configuration of the nuclear positions in the target. Several simple models
are discussed within this framework to prove the validity of the formulation and its
ease of implementation. Possibilities for extension to more complicated applications
will be discussed.
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Chapter 1
Motivation
The interaction between electromagnetic (EM) radiation and matter plays a role so
central to modern chemistry that we would be hard pressed to overestimate its im-
portance. When the field of chemistry was in its infancy, chemists relied on rather
crude methods to identify the compounds and mixtures which they studied. Samples
were characterized by chemical reactivity, melting point, odor, taste and other equally
"advanced" criteria. Fortunately, the rapid advancement of scientific understanding
and technology has made such simple tests largely obsolete. (Although melting points
are still reported for crystalline compounds, few references to taste are found in the
current literature!) In one guise or another, the interaction between radiation and
matter serves as the cornerstone to most modern techniques for chemical analysis.
Among the familiar techniques which rely upon such interactions are: nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, ultraviolet - visible (UV - vis.) spectroscopy,
infrared (IR) spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction, optical activity measurements etc.. And,
of course, the physical chemistry community is hugely indebted to the advent of the
laser which allows for a seemingly endless variety of experimental techniques; tech-
niques which all take advantage of the interaction between light and matter to provide
information on molecular properties and dynamics.
The rapid progress in the field of spectroscopy has led not only to a wealth of
experimental data, but also to an extensive effort within the theoretical community
to provide clear physical pictures for the analysis of this data. As newer and newer
experimental techniques are developed, different models are needed in order to in-
terpret the observed results and also to suggest ideas for future experimentation.
Although ab initio type methods have been employed as a means to obtain extremely
detailed information about the spectroscopy of simple gas phase systems, modern
spectroscopies have the ability to probe the behavior of molecules/chromophores in
condensed phases where a first principles theoretical approach is completely out of
the question. In such situations the theorist is forced to adopt simple idealizations
for the system of interest in the hope that a physical picture can be developed which
is able to explain the observed experimental phenomena. This will be the approach
adopted in the present work.
In order to keep our treatment as simple as possible, we shall adopt a semi-classical
picture for the interaction of our systems with the EM fields. The standard approach
is to neglect all fluctuations in the field so that we may treat the field as a time
dependent classical perturbation coupled to the dipole moment of the system. Such
a treatment presupposes that we will never attempt to consider a situation such as
spontaneous emission where field fluctuations are of supreme importance or a case
where the laser field is at a wavelength on the order of, or less than, the size of our
chromophore. As we will not be considering either of these two cases, we can safely
treat the effect of the light fields on our system via the addition of a term to our
system Hamiltonian of the form
Hint = -4 • E (t). (1.1)
In this equation 1i is the dipole operator for the entire system and E (t) is the electric
field associated with the laser beam. This interaction represents the simplest possible
way to account for the light matter interaction yet it still yields a wealth of interesting
behavior when applied to the right systems.
We shall discuss two topics of current interest in the field of chemistry. The first
application we discuss is the spectroscopy of single molecules in low temperature
glasses. Since single molecule spectroscopy is a technique just coming into its own,
very little is known about the inherent differences between single molecule spectra
(SMS) and the averaged spectra of more conventional spectroscopic techniques. The
goal of the following two chapters is to discuss and explain some of the unique prop-
erties of SMS resulting from chromophores doped into amorphous hosts. Our other
topic of discussion will revolve around quantum control. Although quantum control
is not a spectroscopic experiment per se it is an application of the interaction between
light and matter and it may in fact be regarded as a type of "ultimate" spectroscopic
experiment where light is used not to probe a system's dynamics, but rather to cause
a transition to some specific state of the system. In the final chapter of this thesis we
will examine a particular class of Hamiltonians as a model for quantum control.
Chapter 2
Simple Models for Single Molecule
Spectroscopy in Low Temperature
Glasses
2.1 Introduction
Precise determination of a chromophore's lineshape is complicated by inhomogeneous
broadening : a generic name for a multitude of effects which cause individual chro-
mophores to absorb radiation slightly differently from one another throughout the
sample. In the gas phase, the Doppler effect is the dominant broadening mech-
anism [1]. In condensed phases, intermolecular interactions, which cause modu-
lation of the chromophore's absorption frequency, are the primary culprit. Vari-
ous experimental techniques have arisen to eliminate the effects of inhomogeneous
broadening in the solid state thus allowing determination of the homogeneous line.
Among these techniques are hole burning, and the various photon echo experiments
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. In the above context, the term homogeneous is a
bit misleading. For example, in a hole burning experiment it is possible to study the
subset of chromophores which are on resonance with the burning laser. Certainly this
represents far fewer chromophores than the entire sample contains, but the inferred
absorption line still represents an average over the many chromophores at resonance.
The determination of a truly homogeneous line would require a sample of absolutely
identical absorbers (not very likely) or the spectrum from a single chromophore.
Recent innovations now make it possible to perform single molecule spectroscopy
(SMS) and hence to obtain truly homogeneous lineshapes. Many SMS experiments
have been carried out for chromophores embedded in organic glasses and a wide range
of spectral behavior has been observed [36, 18, 19, 20]. Lineshapes show surprising
variation and in some circumstances single chromophores are known to produce mul-
tiplets of lines. Perhaps even more surprising is the phenomenon of spectral diffusion
which is the movement of a chromophore's peak absorption frequency in successive
experiments.
For years it has been known that glasses exhibit behavior distinct from that ob-
served in crystals. The classic example is the low temperature specific heat of a glass
which varies as T 1+ with p being a number typically on the order of a third [14, 15].
This contradicts the Debye model which predicts a temperature dependence of T3
for acoustic phonons [40]. Naively, this rule would be expected to hold for glasses as
well as crystals since both solids are expected to support long wavelength collective
excitations, z.e. sound waves [41]. It has been postulated [16, 17] that anomalies such
as this are attributable to localized low energy reorientations of clusters of molecules.
In the low temperature limit, these reorientations can be seen as tunneling events
between two wells on the system's potential energy surface. At low enough tem-
peratures a two level system (TLS) description of the double well will be adequate
and it seems likely that a chromophore in close proximity to one of these TLS could
exhibit a doublet of absorption lines; each line corresponding to one of the two TLS
eigenstates.
If the distribution of these TLS in the glass is random, there is no reason to
expect that any one chromophore's absorption spectra will even remotely resemble
another's. The concept of a homogeneous line in this scenario is seen to be completely
artificial, and it is to be stressed that even the line narrowing techniques discussed
above must be interpreted as measurements of averaged chromophore properties.
SMS, however, provides a direct probe of individual chromophores and will thus yield
detailed information on the local dynamics of the glass; information unobtainable
by the more conventional spectroscopies. In principle then, SMS should provide the
most discriminating test available for the tunneling model of glasses.
In the present work we focus on the distribution of single molecule linewidths for
the chromophore terrylene (Tr) embedded in polystyrene (PS) [18]. Other experi-
mental systems have been studied [19, 20], but this guest host combination has been
treated by a previous theoretical effort [21] and therefore provides a basis for com-
paring methodologies. In addition to applying the sudden jump treatment for TLS
dynamics to the problem we propose a simplification of this model which we test as
well. Using the available body of experimental data as parameters in these models,
we have generated histograms for comparison to those generated experimentally and
have deduced an analytical form for the average SMS lineshape and linewidth prob-
ability distributions. As noted previously however [21] , experimental data regarding
the chromophore - TLS coupling constant is lacking, we therefore resort to the value
previously reported by Geva et. al. [21].
The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 2.2 microscopically derives
the sudden jump expression for the lineshape of a chromophore in interaction with
TLS modulated by a phonon bath. Section 2.3 details the selection of TLS param-
eters to properly simulate the glassy environment. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 discuss the
generation of the histograms mentioned previously as well as introducing the "stick
model" for SMS lineshapes. Section 2.6.1 explains how this stick model simply leads
to a Lorentzian average lineshape and section 2.6.2 describes how this same model
leads to an analytical form for the linewidth probability distribution. Final comments
are found in section 2.7.
2.2 Microscopic Derivation of the Sudden Jump
Model
Although a detailed derivation of the stochastic sudden jump (SJ) model for TLS
dynamics in the context of single molecule spectroscopy has been given elsewhere
[22], and it has been shown that the SJ model may be derived from purely microscopic
considerations [23, 24], we include here a somewhat detailed theoretical treatment
of the problem in the interest of completeness and for future reference.
2.2.1 Two Level System - Phonon Interaction
To discuss the situation of a chromophore in interaction with many two level systems
we first require some basic results of the TLS model. Consider a simple quantum
mechanical system consisting of one TLS, a phonon bath, and interaction between the
two. The TLS will be completely characterized by two parameters: A, the asymmetry
of the double well, and J, the tunneling matrix element between different well sites.
The phonons are assumed to affect the TLS by modulating the asymmetry of the
well. The Hamiltonian describing this situation is thus (h = 1):
A. J
H = A + q&r + bbqwq + gq(btq + bq)&z (2.1)
q q
where the TLS Pauli matrices, &x and &z, are in the basis of 1L) and JR), the left and
right well states (see fig. 2-1) and we have assumed linear coupling between the TLS
and the phonon bath. wq,gq, bf and bq are respectively the frequency, TLS coupling
constant, the creation operator, and annihilation operator for the qth normal mode
of the bath. Diagonalization of the TLS portion of the above Hamiltonian gives rise
to a transformed Hamiltonian of the form:
E A J
~ z + bibqwq + g, (b + b)[ z - -&x]. (2.2)
q q
In the above equation E = ./A 2 + J2 is the spacing between upper and lower TLS
energy eigenstates. Furthermore, this transformed Hamiltonian is now written in
terms of these eigenstates henceforth referred to as 1+) and I-). We can determine
the rate at which a TLS in +) flips to I-) for a given bath temperature utilizing
the machinery of second order perturbation theory (golden rule) and making the
further approximation of the Debye model for acoustic phonons and the deformation
potential result for the g's [23, 26]. We find that
W_+ = CEJ2  (2.3)
1 - e-(E
where 3 is the inverse temperature and C is a collection of constants. Similarly,
W _ = CEJ2  E (2.4)1 - e-OE
which confirms the detailed balance condition e- PE = W+,_/W__+. Conventionally,
W+,_ and W_,+ are dropped in further analysis in favor of the relaxation rate, R,
for the TLS defined by:
R = W+,_ + W_,+ = CEJ2 coth(E) (2.5)2
2.2.2 Chromophore - 1 TLS System
We now extend our model to include not only a TLS and phonons, but also a chro-
mophore coupled via strain interactions to the TLS. The chromophore will itself be
modeled as a two level system with ground, g), and excited, le), states to give a
Hamiltonian
f A TLS xJ -S & t tb TLs W9CH LS H (2.6)
2 2 d q +q q q, q Z 2 2r3 zq q
Given the previous discussion, the terms in this expression should be self evident
with the exception of the chromophore - TLS interaction term. The prefactor a is a
constant which measures the extent of interaction between a TLS and chromophore
separated by unit distance. The r - 3 dependence of the interaction is the radial de-
pendence expected for the interaction between strain dipoles and has been adopted in
accord with the work of Joffrin and Leveut [27]. We note that the angular dependence
usually associated with dipole-dipole interactions has been suppressed in the interest
of simplicity - this will be discussed later. The first and last two terms of the above
Hamiltonian are most conveniently thought of as a zeroth order Hamiltonian for a
four level system consisting of the chromophore and TLS. In matrix form, this zeroth
order Hamiltonian is:
|g) L) g)IR) |e)IL) e) I R >
Weg + A + J 0 0
1
J -weg- A- 0 0 (2.7)
0 0 weg + A J
0 0 J weg -A+ a
This matrix is easily diagonalized to give four new states which we will call 1a), b),
Ic) , and Id) with corresponding energies
E = - + A+2)2 +J2Ea -- + A 3
Eb 
- (A )2  2  (2.8)
Ec = eg1+ (A )2  J 2
e= - v(A - )2 +2Ed 2 2 0
Clearly states 1a) and Ib) are the upper and lower TLS states for the ground state
chromophore configuration whereas Ic) and 1d) represent the same TLS states when
the chromophore is excited. A qualitative picture of the resulting energy level diagram
is presented in figure (2-2).In complete analogy with our earlier discussion, we find
that in this new basis the interaction term between the system and the phonons may
be written
gq (b(+bq) 2J ( a)(b + b)(a) + (A - ( c)(d| + Id)(c) +diag.
(2.9)
We have failed to explicitly include the diagonal terms associated with the interaction
as they will only contribute to pure dephasing and hence will be relatively unimpor-
tant at low temperatures [24]. As this interaction is incapable of changing the state of
the chromophore, we realize that we basically have two situations to consider: either
the chromophore is or is not excited. For either case we are left with flip rates for the
TLS which mirror what we found earlier in our TLS-phonon model:
Wa+-b = e-EWb-a = CEg J 2  E; E= (A + )2 + (2.10)
W = e-EeWdc = CEeJ2iee ; Ee = (A - )2 + J 2
Having obtained explicit results for these rates we are now in a position to deter-
mine the lineshape for this system. We begin with the well known lineshape formula
in the Heisenberg picture [25]
I(w) = -Re eit(p(t)p(O))dt. (2.11)
It should be noted that this equation gives the line shape for an ensemble of absorbers
and will only be applicable to SMS when the interchanging of time averaging and en-
semble averaging is valid. The dipole autocorrelation function is most easily evaluated
for a dipole moment operator with nonzero elements for only direct e) - Ig) transitions
(see Reineker and Kassner [28] though for a more general treatment). That is, when
(0) oc (la)(cl + Ic)(al + Ib)(d + Id)(bl) . (2.12)
When evaluated in this limit, we are able to rewrite the correlation function in the
following form:
(p(t)p(O)) = TrTLS,CH{(a)(cl + Ib)(dl)a(t)} (2.13)
where a(t) can be thought of as a pseudo reduced density matrix, i.e.
a(t) = (e-iHtp(o)eiHt)bath; p(O) = a(0) = Pa1c)(al + Pbd)(bl (2.14)
where Pa and Pb are the probabilities of finding the system in states a and b at thermal
equilibrium. We have assumed here that the le), Ig) energy gap is too large to allow
thermal population of the chromophore's excited state. To second order in the TLS
- phonon interaction and after making all the usual approximations associated with
the Redfield formalism [29, 30, 23] we are left with two coupled equations for oa(t).
cca(t) = (-iwca + Rca,ca)ca(t) + Rca,dbUdb(t)
(2.15)
Udb(t) = Rdb,cac(t) + (-idb + Rdb,db)Udb(t)
with theRij,kl's given by
Rca,ca = -(Wd+c + Wb+-a)
Rdb,db - -(Wc -d ± Wa-)b)
21(2.16)
Rca,db = Wba Wde a
Rdb,ca = 2 [Wd c + ~W -a]
By neglecting the difference between wdc and Wba in the above expressions as well as
assuming E, , Ee in equation ( 2.10 ) so that Wba = Wdc -- R and Wa-b =
Wes d = Rt a simplified expression for the correlation function is obtained:
(p(t)y(0)) = (1, 1) x exp[t -i x . (2.17)
R -iZWdb - RT J \Pb
To insure that our lineshape is centered at w = 0, we now set w,g to zero. Then, to
leading order in a/r 3 the difference in the above frequencies is found to be
2aA
Wca - 6.db+ J2 (2.18)
r3Owing to the s mple ature of thexponentiated matrix in (2.17) we may take ad-
Owing to the simple nature of the exponentiated matrix in (2.17) we may take ad-
vantage of the formal identity involving Pauli matrices
exp[ixl + iyfi -o] = eiX(1 cosy + ii - o sin y) (2.19)
to give us an algebraic expression for the correlation function [42]
(p(t)p(0)) = e [cos(Yt) + i(1, 1)- (nux + nyUy + nz z) sin(Yt)] (2.20)
1-p
where
S= [-i, -(1 - 2p), (-A + (1 - 2p))]/Y
Y = i[R  - (2p- 1)] (2.21)
R = (RT + R,)
e--E
P 1 Ie-3E"
Which, although suitable for calculations in its own right, does not clearly exhibit
equivalence to the expression of Reilly and Skinner [22]. Algebraic manipulation of
(2.20) yields the following equivalent form:
(p(t)p(0)) = e- -t[cosh(At) + a sinh(At)]
A = -/2 2 iR(2p - 1) (2.22)
a R - (2p - 1)
which is identical to the Reilly Skinner expression except for a multiplicative factor
of e . As this factor just corresponds to a frequency shift of the entire lineshape,
we could disregard it without consequence, but to better relate to the work of Geva
and Skinner [21] we rewrite the correlation function one final time with a change in
units corresponding to measurements in Hertz as opposed to angular frequency and
including the extra factor e . This extra factor conveniently ensures that the peak
of the lineshape be found at w = 0.
(p(t)p(0)) = e-(a+iP)t[cosh(At) + sinh(At)]
A = / 2 2 - i(2p - 1)uRv (2.23)27rV 4 (2.23)
a = [ - i(2p - 1)irv]
V Aa
Er 3
Since no lineshape can be narrower than the chromophore's radiative line we also
include at this point a radiative lifetime, rad, which can be thought of as an imaginary
contribution to w in the fourier transform for the lineshape expression ( 2.11 ). Our
final expression for I(w) is thus
I(w) = 1Re eiwt- d t(pl(t)p(0))dt (2.24)
with it understood that the correlation function is to be evaluated as dictated in eqn.
( 2.23 ). Finally, we note that this expression is just a complicated function of the
TLS parameter set (J, A, r) so that given J, A and r we know what the lineshape
must be for a given chromophore coupled to a single TLS.
2.2.3 Chromophore - Many TLS System
Extension of the above methods to the more general case of many TLS in interaction
with a chromophore is in general a difficult problem (The nature of the Redfield
equations leads to matrices of size 4 N x 4 " for N TLS.) which we leave for chapter 3.
For the time being, we evade this computational nightmare by making a simplifying
assumption, namely that we can factorize the dipole autocorrelation function for a N
TLS system into N single TLS correlation functions. That is, we assume that
TLS
(P(t)p(O))manyTLS ] (p(t)p(O))i  (2.25)
Given our assumed form for the dipole moment operator( 2.12 ) this amounts to
assuming that each TLS is coupled to its own phonon bath independent of the baths
of the other N - 1 TLS. With this assumption the lineshape formula becomes
1 00 TLS
I(w) = -Re efo "-. II (p(t)p(O))idt (2.26)
7F 0(R> )
rep
with each correlation function given by eqn. ( 2.23 ) using the set of parameters
(A,, J, ri) for the ith TLS. The subscript (Ri > ) has been included to ensure that
in evaluating (Ip(t)1t(O)) only those TLS active on the time scale of the experiment, i.e.
those for which (Ri > 1 ), are included. Inclusion of TLS slower than the experiment
Te xp
would lead to artificially broadened lines. The physical reasoning behind this is that
our application of eq. ( 2.26 ) assumes that we may take an ensemble average as
opposed to the quantity we are physically interested in - a time average. Including
the very slow TLS would amount to interchanging time and ensemble averages in a
situation where ergodicity [45, 46] clearly does not hold.
Equations (2.26) and (2.23) are our starting point for all proceeding work. We
emphasize that these expressions, although equivalent to what would be obtained in
a stochastic picture, were derived microscopically.
2.3 Distribution of Parameters
Thus far, we have derived an expression for the lineshape of a chromophore embedded
in a glass. As noted, this expression ( 2.26 ) is a complicated function of the set of
parameters [Aj, Jj, rj]. For this expression to have any connection with physical
reality one must know how to properly choose a viable set of [Aj, Jj, rj] to model the
local environment of the glass in the vicinity of the chromophore.
We assume the TLS to be randomly located in the glassy matrix and that their
positions are uncorrelated with one another. The probability of finding a TLS at
a distance r from the chromophore then clearly goes as r2 . Physically we find it
necessary to define a minimum chromophore - TLS distance, rmin, on the order of
molecular size and a maximum distance, rmax, corresponding in theory to the sample
size, but in practice the point at which more distant TLS fail to affect the lineshape.
Previously ( section 2.2.2) we noted that we had suppressed the angular dependence
associated with the TLS - chromophore coupling constant, a. In order to preserve the
flavor of having randomly oriented TLS, and as a mathematical necessity to insure
the convergence of our SMS lines, while keeping the treatment relatively simple, we
would like to associate a random factor of ±1 with a. Since alpha always appears
over r3 it is equivalent to select our parameter r from a distribution which allows for
both positive and negative values with equal probability:
3r2
P(r) = 2(rmax3-rmn3) rmin j rmax (2.27)
0 otherwise
Although now it is |rj 1, not rj, which represents the distance between the chromophore
and the jth TLS, this should not represent a source of confusion, and we have kept
our parameter set to a minimum.
The distribution of the intrinsic TLS parameters A3 and J. is a considerably
more subtle and difficult problem. Since the exact microscopic nature of amorphous
solids are poorly understood, researchers in the field have traditionally invoked the
"standard" tunneling model of Anderson, Halperin, and Varma and Phillips [16, 17].
This model assumes a factorized form for the probability distribution of A and J,
that is:
P(A, J) = P(A)P(J). (2.28)
Furthermore, the distribution in asymmetry is assumed to be flat, and the distribution
in J is assumed to go as the inverse of J. A brief rationalization of this choice follows.
The asymmetry of the double well has no reason to be biased in either the left or right
directions, consequently P(A) must be an even function of A. For the temperature
regime under consideration, (- 1K), it seems reasonable to approximate this even
function with a flat distribution as the subset of TLS which are thermally active
represents a small subset of all the TLS in the sample. By invoking this argument
one is essentially saying that the distribution is centered around the valley(apex) of
a function with negligible variation over the range physically sampled. WKB type
arguments yield the familiar result that the tunneling matrix element between states
IL) and IR) is proportional to e-A. A is of course a functional of the shape of the
double well and a function of the effective mass of the tunneling particle. An assumed
flat distribution in A gives rise to the stated 1/J dependence of P(J). The simple
preceding arguments must not be taken too seriously however. Experimental evidence
[31, 32, 33] from hole burning experiments shows that the hole width typically goes as
T1 -3 rather than the purely linear temperature dependence predicted by the standard
model [34]. Such evidence suggests that the true distribution of A may be closer to
A with p - .3 than the flat distribution of the standard model. Also, simulations
by Heuer and Silbey [35] suggest that the distribution in J more closely follows
1/J 1 - " with 0 < v < .25 than 1/J, at least for experiments with short (Teip < .01s)
timescales. Furthermore, the simulations by Heuer and Silbey show that a typical
tunneling system is composed of a cluster of several molecules moving collectively. The
WKB type argument invoked above follows for a one dimensional double well, but not
for a double well on a multi-dimensional potential energy hyper surface. The general
consensus is that although there may be deviations from the 1/J distribution they
are not significantly general or extreme enough to warrant additional complication
of the standard model. We therefore adopt the following distribution, both to agree
with experimental evidence and to make contact with previous work in the field [21]:
+" -A t 0 < A < Amax, Jmin < J < Jmax
P(A, J) = m n( ) J - (2.29)
0 otherwise
Although p could be considered as a fit parameter we will choose the value p = 1/3
exclusively in this work. The cutoffs Amax, Jmin and Jmax are mathematical necessities
to normalize the probability distribution. As long as Amax and Jmax are sufficiently
big to insure that a TLS with either A = Amax or J = Jmax is essentially always in its
ground state our results should be insensitive to the exact values chosen. Jmin on the
other hand must be chosen to be small enough so that TLS with J's approaching Jmin
are too slow to be considered for inclusion in the restricted product of equation (2.26).
Working backward from our expression for the rate (eq. 2.5) allows an approximate
expression to be derived for the minimal tunneling element (PE < 1):
Jmin <1 (2.30)
2CTexpl
The reasoning behind these choices will be further elaborated upon in the next
section, but the crux of the idea is that we run a simulation for a given number
of TLS around the chromophore. Of course raising(lowering) Amax and Jmax (Jmin)
forces us to consider a larger number of TLS. But, if the inclusion of more and more
TLS is just leading to the inclusion of TLS which do not contribute to the lineshape
this is pointless and simply a waste of computing power. TLS with very large en-
ergy splittings are thermally inactive and hence don't contribute to the lineshape.
As discussed before, TLS with rates slower than the experimental timescale do not
contribute either. The trick in choosing the cutoffs then is to make them big(small)
enough so that our answers are reliable, but small(big) enough to make computation
a possibility.
2.4 Calculation of the Sudden Jump Histogram
A large body of experimental work has been dedicated to the determination of distri-
butions of single molecule line widths of different chromophores in various amorphous
organic hosts. [36, 18, 19, 20] In the present work we choose to focus on the chro-
mophore - host system of Terrylene (Tr) in polystyrene (PS) because it represents
a system for which a full complement of experimentally determined physical param-
eters exists and it has been treated previously [21] thereby giving a standard for
comparison.
Experimentally, the evaluation of the distribution of SMS linewidths amounts to
generating a histogram of the widths measured. In section 2.6.2 we will derive a
mathematical expression for the distribution of linewidths, but only under a some-
what extreme set of approximations. Recent efforts [21, 37] have opted to perform
numerical experiments to generate histograms for comparison with those obtained
experimentally. This is the approach we will discuss in this section.
Generation of a theoretical histogram can be broken down into five distinct steps:
1. Random selection of the set of TLS parameters [Ri, Ji, Ai] for all TLS in the
simulation. These parameters are chosen in accord with the distributions in
section 2.3.
2. Numerical evaluation of the product of dipole-dipole correlation functions found
in equation ( 2.26).
3. Fourier transformation of the resulting total correlation function to give I(w).
4. Evaluation of the linewidth associated with I(w).
5. Repetition of steps 1-4 until a sufficiently smooth histogram is generated.
Implicit in the above recipe is the assumption that the fixed parameters of the
model: T, Texp, 'Yrad, C, /1, Amax, Jmin, Jmax, P, rmax, rmin and a are known. We pro-
ceed now to give a brief description of how values were assigned to these parameters.
The actual set of numerical values is tabulated in table (2.1). Of all these constants
the only one for which no experimental data exists and no reasonable guess can be
made a priori is a, the chromophore-TLS coupling constant. The original work of
Geva et. al. [21] on the Tr - PS system included optimization of the parameter a
to fit the experimental histogram. We take this value of a as a given property of
the system. As our simulations show, our results are essentially identical to those of
Geva et. al. and thus reoptimizing a would just represent wasted CPU time. Of the
remaining fixed parameters, p probably requires the most explanation. Although our
notation has suppressed it, p should actually be thought of as a function of Amax, Jmin
and Jmax. This dependence comes about because what we call the TLS density p, is
actually the density of TLS with energy splittings falling in the range allowed by our
asymmetry and tunneling element cutoffs. Experimental data [15] typically quotes
values for p, but these values usually correspond to the density of TLS with energy
splittings falling in a relatively narrow range. Using the distributions of sect. (2.3) we
may extrapolate the experimental p value to that required by our chosen cutoffs. The
procedure, although elementary, involves some difficult integrals and may be found
in the appendix of the work by Geva and Skinner [37].
The specific values taken for Amax and Jmax are seen to be relatively unimportant
in light of the previous paragraph. As long as they are chosen large enough so that
their values correspond to TLS which are thermally inactive, increasing them further
will just force p to increase. But, the extra TLS associated with the larger p value
will not yield any change in the lineshape. Similar considerations hold for Jmin, but
in this case the increase in p caused by lowering Jmin corresponds to including TLS
which are too slow to be experimentally observed. These TLS will also fail to affect
the spectral line. Our choices for these parameters have been observed to be sufficient
to assure convergence of the SMS lineshapes.
Of course the parameters T, C, yrad,and Texp are all set by the experimental con-
ditions. y, as mentioned previously will be taken equal to one third leaving rmax and
rmin as our final remaining parameters. In running various simulations it was observed
that as long as rmin was small enough (- Inm) then the results were insensitive to
its exact value. rmaz, on the other hand, has significant influence on the histogram,
but our results are observed to converge for large enough values. It is perfectly true
that the value necessary for rmax to exceed to achieve convergence is dependent upon
p and a. The value we report is of course only expected to be valid given the full
complement of other fixed parameters.
Given the full parameter set of table (2.1) the steps outlined earlier require only
minimal discussion. In step one we first must determine N, the number of TLS in the
simulation. This quantity is easily determined given p, rmin and rmax. N turns out to
be 1000 in our case. The 3N parameters [ri, Ji, Ai] are then selected randomly from
their respective distributions (see eq. 2.27,2.29). In step two the full dipole-dipole
correlation function is evaluated using eq.( 2.23) repeatedly. It is at this point that
we neglect to include the contributions from TLS with R < 1 . This rate criterion
Texp
causes approximately 10% of the TLS to be discarded in our simulations. The Fourier
transformation of step three is easily accomplished using a FFT algorithm.
The determination of the line width as prescribed in step four requires some
explanation. Experimentally, line widths are typically measured by peak fitting to
Lorentzians. Certainly, given the considerable noise in SMS experiments, this method
is probably as good as any other. The computer generated lines do not suffer from
such noise however and most of the generated lineshapes bear little resemblance to
Lorentzians (see fig.(2-3)). Our algorithm for measuring the linewidths is as follows.
Starting at the highest point of I(w) we step outward in frequency in both the red
and blue directions until we have fallen to 1/2 the height we started at. The full
width at half maximum (FWHM) is recorded as the difference in frequency between
these half maxima. Other algorithms for linewidth determination have been explored,
but we find that less than 10% of the lines show strong width dependence on the
measurement method chosen. Although our procedure may be viewed as arbitrary, we
have been unable to find a case for which other width measuring techniques produced
significantly different histograms.
Steps one through four are repeated to give an adequate number of FWHM's to
generate a histogram which gives a good statistical representation of the linewidth
distribution. We find that 2000 repetitions (this would correspond to an experiment
which observed 2000 independent chromophores) is sufficient to generate a respectable
looking histogram. Our results for the sudden jump model histogram are presented in
fig. ( 2-4) along with the experimentally obtained histogram of Kozankiewicz et. al.
[18]. Our histogram appears to be in good agreement with that of Geva et. al. [21]
which is to be expected as every effort has been made to make our model identical
to theirs.
2.5 Observations on the Formation of SMS lines
and Introduction to the Stick Model for SMS
Lineshapes
The previous section has detailed the steps necessary to produce a theoretical his-
togram of SMS linewidths within the framework of the sudden jump model for TLS
dynamics. Although the generation of a histogram offers a further check of the stan-
dard tunneling model, it offers precious little information on how SMS lines come
about. Naively, we might expect that SMS lines are the result of a few (<10) nearby
TLS of which one or two have large enough flipping rates to produce the observed
linewidth. In hindsight, however, it is clear that this simply is not the case. 1000
TLS have to be included in the simulations to achieve convergence of the lineshape.
Furthermore, the fact that the observed widths are approximately two orders of mag-
nitude larger than the radiative width suggests that although the lifetime broadening
has been included as a mathematical necessity, the true broadening of the line is
directly attributable to TLS dynamics.
Figure ( 2-3 ) shows nine randomly selected lineshapes (ignore the dotted lines
for now). Clearly the sudden jump model allows for a wide array of behavior! A
more exhaustive library of SMS shapes can be found elsewhere [37]. We propose
the following hypothesis for the nature of the structure in SMS lines. The nearest
few TLS, which most likely are in the slow modulation regime (Sj < Rj), serve to
split the line into a number of peaks which give the overall "shape" of the line. More
distant TLS serve to broaden these peaks, either by additional splitting or by dynamic
broadening caused by high flip rates on a few of the TLS. The farthest TLS, which
necessarily have the smallest effect, serve to "smooth out" the rough shape given
by the TLS proximal to the chromophore. To support this hypothesis we present
figure ( 2-5 ) which traces the evolution of a specific lineshape as more and more
TLS are added farther and farther away from the chromophore. The progression
of TLS included in each of the nine windows is : 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 640,
1280. The new TLS in a given window all fall farther away from the chromophore
than the TLS in the previous window. The distribution of TLS of course follows eq.
( 2.27) and we are in a sense detailing the convergence of the lineshape by increasing
rmax. By the time 20 TLS are included (window 3) the underlying "skeleton" for the
final lineshape has already taken shape. Counting peaks in the third window reveals
- 16 peaks of varying intensity which would indicate that only about four TLS are
actively involved in the lineshape at this point. This is entirely reasonable as the
somewhat conservatively large values taken for Amax and Jmax ensure that a majority
of TLS will be thermally inactive and hence incapable of contributing to the SMS line.
Windows four and five show further splitting of the individual peaks to fill out the
skeleton of window three. Note that the splittings which occur become smaller and
smaller as the additional TLS get farther and farther away. This makes perfect sense
when you consider that the interaction between TLS and chromophore goes as the
inverse of the cube of their separation. By the time widow six is reached (160 TLS)
we see that the lineshape is nearly fully formed, and certainly by window 8 (640 TLS)
the shape appears to have fully converged. The inclusion of only 1000 TLS for our
histogram simulations is thus seen to be reasonable. We conclude that, although there
are additional effects, peak splitting represents the dominant broadening mechanism.
The lineshape of figure 2-5 was selected completely randomly and was in no way
chosen as a "particularly illustrative example" or the like. Examination of dozens of
lineshapes has led us to believe that the above reasoning is completely general and
has further led us to propose the following simplification for the determination of
SMS lines.
Consider our original expression for the correlation function of a single TLS-
chromophore system, equation ( 2.23). Recall that this is our basic building block
for the entire sudden jump model of SMS lines and that calculation of - 1000 of
these expressions is tantamount to step two detailed in section ( 2.4 ). We propose,
based upon the arguments of the preceding paragraphs, to simplify this expression
by setting Ri = 0 in it, leaving us with the simplified expression:
(p(t) p (0))i = [(1 - Pi) + pie - i t] (2.31)
As previously, pi is the occupation probability of the ith TLS state J+) and vi = A,
is the difference in transition frequencies caused by the ith TLS. Though R, has been
set to zero in the correlation function for computational convenience, its value must
still be computed to determine if the inequality (Ri > 1 ) holds. If not, the TLS is
Texp
rejected just as in the sudden jump treatment.
Equation ( 2.31 ) clearly lays a foundation for a picture where each TLS splits the
existing line into two pieces. These pieces are split in frequency corresponding to the
slow modulation limit and have relative intensities which follow from the occupation
probabilities of the states J+) and I-). As we have observed peak splitting to be the
major cause of line broadening we surmise that this approximation, although seem-
ingly extreme, may prove to be useful. Inserting these simplified correlation functions
into eq.( 2.26 ) produces a lineshape which is just 2N lifetime limited Lorentzians piled
on top of and next to each other. For future reference we will refer to this approxima-
tion as the "stick model" because the lineshape is formed by many, many overlapping
Lorentzian "sticks".
To assess the reliability of the stick model we have created a histogram of linewidths
and present it for comparison with the results of the sudden jump model (fig. ( 2-6 )).
As a further check, see figure 2-3 which explicitly displays nine random sudden jump
and stick model lineshapes with each other. Certainly the qualitative features of the
histograms are nearly identical and the quantitative fit is remarkably good as well. In
any case, given the large discrepancy between the experimental histogram and either
of these two, we conclude that the stick model is very nearly as good as the sudden
jump model at reproducing experiment. The close agreement between the two models
makes perfect sense when the lineshapes in figure 2-3 are studied. In six of the nine
shapes pictured, the lineshapes for the two models are indistinguishable. And, in the
cases where one can spot differences, these differences do not lead to a change in the
width large enough to cause a jump between bins in the histogram.
2.6 Analytical Results Via the Stick Model Ap-
proximation
Although the results of the previous section are interesting in their own right, the
computational savings of the stick model over the full sudden jump treatment are
most likely not so significant as to justify the use of such a physically questionable
approximation. The real attraction of the model is that it presents a highly simplified
expression for the lineshape which is more amenable to analytical study. The last
section then may be seen as a type of numerical experiment to justify the validity
of the stick model. The following will show how the stick model simply leads to a
Lorentzian average line shape as discussed by Geva and Skinner [37] and an analytical
expression for the probability distribution of line widths.
2.6.1 Average Line Shape
We define the average lineshape, (I(w)), to be eqation (2.26) averaged over the full
set of 3N TLS parameters:
TLS rmax -rmzn Amax Jmax
(I())= drP(ri)dAidJP(A, Ji) I(W; , A ).
i rmin -rmax J Jmn
(2.32)
Though it is possible to show that this expression yields a Lorentzian line within
the sudden jump model [37] the formula for the width of the line is given in terms of a
complicated double integral. Evaluation in the stick model is considerably simplified.
We begin this approach by introducing a further approximation to the stick model.
Our individual correlation functions to be substituted into eq.(2.26) will be:
(1(t)(-0))i = [(1 - Pi) + pie -it] (2.33)
vi = T3
which is equation ( 2.31 ) with F substituted for v. In other words, A has been
set to one. This change is made purely in the interest of simplicity and is not to
be regarded as a consequence of the approximation R = 0 in the stick model. It
is interesting to note that setting J to zero will produce both R = 0 and ! = 1,
however it would also affect the value of p which clearly is of major importance in
our simplified expression. To justify this new approximation we present yet another
histogram (see fig.( 2-7 )) which compares the familiar sudden jump result to the
histogram generated by substitution of eq. ( 2.33 ) into eq. (2.26). Admittedly, this
new approximation does systematically shift the histogram to slightly larger widths,
but the overall shape appears to be preserved. Since we have not reoptimized the
chromophore-TLS coupling constant, a, but rather have used the sudden jump result,
this systematic broadening is not surprising. A is always less than one so that setting
this ratio to one causes all the peak splittings to be slightly larger which will induce
broadening. Since the final result we obtain will depend upon a it seems reasonable
to guess that reoptimizing a for this model would lead to an improvement in our
estimation of the linewidth. We will see that the current level of approximation
seems to be quite good though.
The first step toward evaluation of the average lineshape is to realize that since
all of the 3N parameters which are integrated over are independent of one another
the integrand factorizes into N identical pieces:
(I(w)) = (Re o cfdte(iw- I4)t 1 + 4r m drr2 ( i -1)
(2.34)
2V frmn drr2(e ' _- 1
where N is the number of TLS included in the restricted product of eq. (2.26) and
= 1 m n dAdJP(A, J) e (2.35)0 Jn 1 + e - v 2 .
is the average excitation probability for a TLS in the sample and V is the volume
integrated over.
The bracketed term in eq.(2.34) represents the entire system correlation function
and may be rewritten in the form:
[.N .. ]= 1 + rna drr2(cos(at,) 1) (2.36)
which in the limit rmi -+ O; rma, N, V -+ 00; (N/V) = p = const. may be solved
analytically [38, 39] to give:
lim I - (2.37)[- 6 N
Applying the identity
[ ]n
lim 1- (-)x =e -  (2.38)
n-+oo n
gives a very simple form for the average lineshape
(I(w)) - Re fo e(iw - )teA
A 2r 2p3a (2.39)3
Of course this lineshape is nothing more than a Lorentzian of width 2 x ( + A).
Estimation of the value of this width requires numerical integration (see eq.(2.35))to
get p and a knowledge of the value required for p/. It is tempting to just use the value
previously quoted for p in section (2.4), but recall that this value is for all the TLS
falling within the parameter range dictated by Amax, Jmin, Jmax and hence does not
take into account the fact that a certain percent of the TLS are ignored because of
their slow flipping rates. Numerical estimation of / reveals the relationship p/ .90 x p.
The numerical value we obtain for p is .037 and as always a = 3.75 x 10"nm-3Hz.
Substituting these values into equation (2.39) gives the linewidth of the averaged
lineshape
Aave = 1.89 x 109Hz (2.40)
which is in fair agreement with the results of Geva et. al. [37] who quote Aave
1.97 x 109Hz.
2.6.2 Probability Distribution for Line Widths
The experimentally reported histograms which we have discussed in previous sections
and labored to reproduce numerically may be thought of as low resolution approxi-
mations to the underlying linewidth probability distribution. Conversely, given the
probability of finding a given linewidth for a single chromophore, formally defined by:
P(W) =[ T LS rmx r n Am af JaxdriP(ri)dAidJiP(A, Ji) x2 i rm,, + --raXI Jrmrn (2.41)
6 (W - linewidth (I(w; -, A, f)) .
it would be possible to construct a linewidth histogram by "binning" the information
contained in this function. An analytical expression for P(W) would be desirable as
it would not only allow for a simple means to generate histograms for comparison
to experiment, but would also provide detailed information about what parameters
in the STM are most directly responsible for the overall shape common to all SMS
linewidth histograms. Unfortunately, we are unable to derive an expression for P(W)
within the full sudden jump model. Given a number of simplifications, to be discussed
below, we will derive an expression for P(W) within the stick model approximation
and demonstrate that this function is capable of generating linewidth histograms in
agreement with experiment and sheding light on the nature of the histogram shape.
The primary obstacle to evaluating expression (2.41) is contained within the delta
function
6 (W - linewidth (I(w; A, J))) . (2.42)
To evaluate the integral (2.41) we must first have an expression for linewidth (I(w; r, f, J))
to insert inside the delta function. Although it is true that any lineshape will have a
well defined width (assuming that we have unambiguously specified how the width is
to be evaluated as discussed in section (2.3)), it is not at all clear how to express this
quantity simply enough to make the formulation of equation (2.41) useful. The ap-
proach we take is to abandon the "problem" quantity linewidth in favor of quantities
more amenable to analytical work, specifically the moments of the lineshape defined
by:
m =J dwwnI(w). (2.43)
Later, we will tackle the problem of relating the moments to the linewidth.
From equations (2.26) and (2.33) we obtain the expression for the lineshape within
the simplified stick model:
I(w) = 'Re fo" e - 47 '(p(t)p(0))dt
-ita (2.44)
(p(t)p(O))3 = [(1 - pj) + pe ]
where we have used the more succinct notation of I in place of HiTLS to de-
note the restricted product over TLS faster than the experimental timescale. The
even(odd) temporal behavior of the real(imaginary) portion of the dipole autocorre-
lation function permits equation (2.44) to be recast as
I(W) = - eiw t II(p(t)p(0))jdt (2.45)27 3-oo
where we have discarded the radiative lifetime, trad, since its contribution to the TLS
broadened lines in minimal and its inclusion would lead to infinite second and higher
moments. Proceeding as outlined by Stoneham [39], we find the first and second
moments to be
ml f  dwwI(w) = Z Pj (
2(2.46)
m2 f _ dww2l(w) = EjZ P -P g + m
with the prime once again representing the restriction to only those TLS flipping
faster than the experimental time scale. It follows that the variance is given by
2 -  dw(w - m1) 2 (w) = p,- p) 2 (2.47)
Using this expression we express the probability distribution for single molecule
lineshape variance as
k kc
(2.48)
Further analysis of this expression is straightforward, but tedious and may be found
in the appendix. The simplified expression is most neatly written in terms of the
scaled units
S(47)
-2 2 f( 3
(2.49)
where 5 is the density of contributing TLS (i.e. those with fast flip rates) and pt is
the "average" excitation probability for a TLS as defined in the appendix. The result
is
p( 2) _ dx exp (3 1 -cos X -2vx Tdzsinz2
cos (2x + fsin - 2 /Xj dz cos z2
(2.50)
for finite cutoff radius (see discussion below) and
1 (4-&
P(B) = e xp
in the limit of rc = 0. Note the introduction of the cutoff radius, rc. Previously we
have been relatively unconcerned with how close the TLS are allowed to approach the
chromophore. We have been justified in this carelessness because TLS very close to
the chromophore will almost always split the absorption line into two well separated
peaks. Our method for determining the linewidth ignores the smaller peak, measuring
only the width of the tall peak, so that very close TLS will not affect the linewidth.
The variance, however, will be strongly affected by nearby TLS. The cutoff radius is
introduced to prevent artificially large variances corresponding to TLS unphysically
close to the chromophore.
Further evaluation of equation (2.50) must be carried out numerically. In figure
(2-8) we have plotted the probability distribution for the standard deviation, P(&),
obtained from p(&2 ) through the relation
P(&) = 2&P(&2 ), (2.52)
for cutoff radii of 0, 2.1, 2.5, and 2.9 nm. Although these plots are suggestive of the
general shape of the histogram, we must establish a connection between the standard
deviation, &, and the FWHM to make this correspondence concrete.
In general, every SMS line will possess a different ratio of the two quantities &
and FWHM. This follows from the myriad different shapes observed for SMS lines.
Our approach to relating the distributions P(&) and P(FWHM) will be to assume
that the variation of &/FWHM between different chromophores is completely non
systematic. In other words, we assume that while it may be incorrect to write (angular
braces represent an average over all possible chromophore environments)
FWHM = q&
q - (FWHM)/(6)
(2.53)
for a specific chromophore, any deviation from this behavior will be canceled by
a correspondingly opposite behavior in another chromophore when the probability
distributions are considered. We are thus led to the (approximate) expression for the
probability distribution for FWHM:
P(FWHM) e P(q&) = q-lp(&). (2.54)
The scaling factor, q, as defined in equation (2.53) may be obtained directly from our
3
simulations and is found to be equal to 2.2 GHz -iC2
The preceding assumptions allow for the generation of the FWHM probability
distribution which we have plotted against the experimentally obtained histogram
(figure 2-9) and the simulated histogram (figure 2-10). As can be seen, the r, cutoff
values of 2.1 nm and 2.5 nm seem to do the best job of reproducing the histograms.
This is reasonable as TLS within about 2 nm tend to fall into the regime of generating
large line splittings which will not affect the measured line widths whereas more
distant TLS (- 3 nm) have the potential to give rise to broadening of the lineshapes.
Picking r, to be in the neighborhood of 2 to 2.5 nm seems to avoid potential artifacts
of our indirect (moment method) determination of linewidths while at the same time
allowing for the inclusion of contributions from the relevant TLS.
It could be argued that our derivation for the probability distribution of widths
is too laden with assumptions to be robust. This may be true, however we have
succeeded in reproducing the qualitative features of the histogram. It would be in-
structive to know just how important the details of the STM are in arriving at this
result. Recall that the STM relied upon a parameter distribution for internal TLS
properties, P(A, J) (eq. 2.29), as well as an assumed isotropic spatial distribution of
the TLS. The stick model, central to our width distribution derivation, discounts any
reliance on the flip rate, R, of the TLS which leaves only a single internal parameter
to enter into our calculation. We have conveniently chosen this parameter to be p, the
equilibrium probability of finding the TLS in its excited state. It is probably unclear
to the reader exactly how the probability distribution of p is incorporated into our
final result for P(FWHM), but a careful inspection of our derivation reveals that the
only possible place it has entered is through our scaling factor, q. This scaling factor
reflects the average width of a SMS line. Previous studies [37] have demonstrated
that the average width, (FWHM), is largely the same (deviation by 10% to 20%)
as the width of the average line (eq. 2.39). As our expression for the width of the
average line depends on P(p) only through the average value of p,
p = 2 dppP(p), (2.55)
we conclude that the dependence of the line width distribution (i.e. linewidth his-
tograms) is only weakly dependent upon the functional form of P(p) and hence only
weakly affected by the internal parameter distribution, P(A, J). We are led to the
startling conclusion that the qualitative features of the experimental/simulated his-
tograms can be attributed to the isotropic distribution of TLS in space.
2.7 conclusion
We have demonstrated that the standard tunneling model for glasses is capable of
producing a large variety of single molecule lineshapes. On a qualitative level this
agrees well with experimental findings. Using a value for the chromophore - TLS
coupling constant previously obtained by Geva et. al. [21], we have been able to
reproduce with fair accuracy the experimental histogram of single molecule linewidths
for the chromophore - host system of terrylene in polystyrene. We also find that
a more extreme set of approximations than those previously employed leads to a
histogram of comparable accuracy. This same set of approximations leads to a simple
expression for the average single molecule lineshape as defined by Geva and Skinner
[37] and an analytical form for the linewidth probability distribution.
As stated in the introduction, SMS has the potential to be the most discriminating
test available for the standard TLS model of glasses. Presently, however, we find
it hard to make conclusive judgments on the validity of the model. Although the
standard model allows generation of a reasonable histogram of SMS widths, we have
shown that this histogram is only weakly dependent upon the internal TLS parameter
distribution, P(A, J) (eq. 2.29).
Geva and Skinner have argued that the average line shape obtained by averaging
the SMS line over all randomly selected parameters is on the same order of magnitude
as hole burning lines determined experimentally; hence lending additional support to
the standard model. We note though that it is not entirely clear what the relation
between the average line and the holeburning line is. Recall that we disregarded a
systematic frequency shift in our expression for the chromophore - single TLS dipole
autocorrelation function (see eqs. (2.22, 2.23)) because it just led to a repositioning
of the SMS line on the frequency axis. For computing SMS linewidths this realigning
of the spectral line makes no difference, but when averaging over all possible SMS
shapes this simplification leads to profound consequences. If we apply the stick model
simplification to our non centered correlation function (eq. 2.22) we obtain the result:
()(0 = (1 - p +)eivt  e-Zt. (2.56)
Proceeding with analysis along the lines of section 2.6.1 we are led to the result that
the average line resulting from non centered correlation functions is :
ave = 2 x (" -+A)
4r(2.57)
A = 2r 2 fia3
which is nearly a factor of P- 1 larger than the width resulting from the centered
correlation functions (assuming that A > Yrad). For our system of interest this
corresponds to a factor of nearly 30. As the non-centered correlation functions result
from a detailed microscopic analysis whereas the centered ones result from arbitrarily
choosing the stochastic variable ( = 0, 1 instead of +1 we are tempted to believe the
larger width to be a more accurate theoretical description of the holeburning width.
But, this is speculation and requires further investigation. For now, we simply note
that our analysis requires a fit parameter to give a histogram which is far from perfect
and that direct experimental data does not exist with which to compare our result
for the average lineshape. Furthermore, histograms do not appear to be the most
promising experimental observable for quantitative assessment of the STM. At this
point it would be premature to claim existing SMS data to be consistent with the
standard TLS model for glasses. All we may say is that the experimental findings do
not appear to be inconsistent with the model.
Our finding that the stick model serves as a very close approximation to the full
sudden jump treatment is somewhat promising because the much more tractable ex-
pressions associated with the stick model may lead to further analytical progress. The
findings also demonstrate that in the vast majority of cases it is perfectly reasonable
to disregard all dynamical broadening / motional narrowing type effects. The sudden
jump SMS line is very nearly what would be obtained for an ensemble average of
systems, each with the same 3N TLS parameters, which never flip TLS states. The
only way in which dynamics are involved in this picture is that p is a function of
the time scale of the experiment and thus as Texp is increased the effective density
of TLS in the system goes up leading to further splittings of the spectral line which
in turn lead to additional broadening. It might prove to be useful to conduct SMS
experiments on a variety of time intervals to see whether a single a value generates a
good fit for histograms of multiple time scales.
As theorists we can not fully appreciate all the difficulties associated with per-
forming SMS experiments so we are free to suggest improvements on the existing
techniques. Among the improvements we suggest would be obtaining better statis-
tics for the histogram (i.e. look at thousands of chromophores instead of hundreds)
and possibly running experiments at different temperatures and different time scales.
This way, instead of having one best fit parameter for one histogram, there would be
one best fit parameter for many histograms and we could more confidently assess the
ability of the standard TLS model to predict physical reality. The advantage of better
statistics is obvious - we will have more accurate histograms with which to compare
to our simulations. A further improvement of existing experimental techniques would
be to actually measure the widths of the lines as opposed to Lorentzian curve fits, or
even better, to measure the moments of the various spectral lines to allow for easier
comparison with our analytical theory. Both experimentally and theoretically it is
known that many lineshapes are non Lorentzian, so why approximate them as such?
Possibly, if some of these improvements are attempted, it might begin to become
possible to talk about to quantitative agreement between SMS experiments and the
existing theories for glassy dynamics.
2.8 Appendix
Our goal is to produce a (somewhat) tractable form for the SMS variance distribution
beginning with the formal expression:
2  rmax
rm n
-TmunI-rmi+ a j ]drP(ri)d P(P,) 6 ( (Pk
To this end, we begin by substituting the fourier representation for the delta function,
6(w) = 2 dxeX, (A-2)
into equation (A - 1) and applying identity (2.38) to get
Sdxe- ix o2 exp 4Ip 2 dpP(p)
-00 o
To proceed further we need the following integral:
L drr2 (1 - eix/r6) S(1 - eix/06) +
2 /a3
dz sin z 2 - iSign(xZ)
p/V J/a
3 dz cos z 2
(A - 4)
which in the limit a = 0 reduces to
J drr 2 (1 - eix/r 6 ) (1 - i sign(x)).
From now on we will proceed assuming a finite value for rc. The case rc = 0 may be
treated in a completely analogous fashion to give a simpler final result (eq. 2.51).
- 2)
(A- 1)
p(o 2 ) = 12 I drr 
2 (eixp(1-p)2 /r 6 1) }. (A-3)
(A-5)
02
k) akc
Evaluating the integral in the exponent of equation (A - 3) leads to the expression
S dxe-i- 2 exp 475 l/ 2 dpP(p) r
2-7 f-oo 3 o
-2 xf (p) Cdz sin z 2 + i2 sign(x) xlf(p) fo dz cos
p(1 - p)a 2
(A-6)
which may be simplified by noting that the real(imaginary) portion of the integrand
is even(odd) in x and by making use of the trigonometric identity
cos a cos b + sin a sin b = cos(a - b)
to yield for P(u 2)
(A- 7)
Sdx exp [ of dpP(p)
cos xU2 - 0 f dpP(
r~ (1 - cos(Xf (p)/r)) - 2xf(p) fo /r dz sin z 2
sin(xf(p)/r 6 ) - 2 f(p)) f/r dz cos z2)
(A-8)
This expression is somewhat of a beast and it would be very difficult to evaluate, even
numerically. As a zeroth order guess we will approximate the integrals over p by the
following: I 2dpP(p)g(p) a g(pt) (A-9)
with pt defined by the relation
pt(1 - pt) 
12
dpP(p) p(1 -p) (A- 10)
where the unusual average over p has been defined to give the exact result for the
limit of re = 0.
P(a 2)
f (p)
z2
1 f
zxf(p)
-e T c
The resultant expression for P(u 2),
fo dx exp
cos (X2
3 {r 1 - cos(xf f(pt)/r6))- 2A f o(p) f /r dz sin z2}]
r-  sin(x f(pt)/r ) - 2xf(p) f(p/r3 c C fo r / dz cos z2})
(A- 11)
is considerably simplified through the change of variables
2 = xff(p ) (p) 2
re = T _
S[(4 21
62 pt) 2
(A- 12)
to give
1
iF
dy exp
cos (2y
- cos )
C /
+ sin - 2 vfy, J 0
dz sin z2)
dz cos z2)
(A- 13)
which is indeed equation (2.50) as promised.
-2 o
Parameter Description Value Reference
T temperature 1.7K [18]
Texp exp. time scale 120s [18]
7 radiative linewidth 2.09 x 10-2ns- 1  [44]
C TLS phonon coupling const. 3.9 x 10K-'Hz [43]
asymmetry exponent 1[21]
Amax maximal asymmetry 17K [21]
Jmin minimal tunneling element 2.8 x 10-7K [21]
Jmax maximal tunneling element 17K [21]
rmin minimal radial distance lnm [21]
rmax maximal radial distance 27.48nm [21]
p TLS density 1.15 x 10-2nm - 3  [15, 37]
a chromophore-TLS coupling const. 3.75 x 10llnm3Hz [21]
Table 2.1: Parameter Set for Terrylene in Polystyrene
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Figure 2-1: A double well showing the states L) and IR).
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Figure 2-2: A qualitative energy diagram for the composite chromophore - TLS system
showing the relation of the states le), g), I+) and I-) to 1a), Ib), |c) and d).
Figure 2-3: A comparison between 9 lineshapes obtained in the sudden jump model
and the stick model. The x axis of each window covers a range of 20GHz. The solid
line is the sudden jump treatment, the dotted line the stick treatment. The y axis is
scaled so as to preserve normalization of the spectral line.
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Figure 2-4: Comparison between the experimentally obtained Tr - PS histogram
and the histogram obtained by the sudden jump model. The theoretical histogram
represents 2000 different chromophore "systems". The experimental data for 121
chromophores has been scaled up for comparison.
Figure 2-5: A series of cartoons demonstrating the formation of one randomly selected
SMS line. Starting from the upper left and progressing as a page is read to the lower
right (note this picture is in landscape orientation) the windows depict the lineshape
as would be obtained by including effects from the closest 5,10,20,40,80,160,320,640
and 1280 TLS respectively. The axes of the windows are as in figure 3.
No. of occurences in 2000 systems
Figure 2-6: Comparison between the histograms obtained by the sudden jump model
and the stick model for 2000 chromophore systems.
No. of occurences in 2000 systems
Figure 2-7: Comparison between the histograms obtained by the sudden jump model
and the simplified stick model with the factor A/E set equal to one. Again, the
statistics come from 2000 separate "experiments".
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Figure 2-8: Probability distribution of the scaled standard deviation, & (see text), for
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Figure 2-9: Distribution of linewidths (FWHM) for different cutoff values (r, = 0,
2.1, 2.5 and 2.9 nm) plotted over the experimentally obtained histogram.
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Figure 2-10: Distribution of linewidths (FWHM) for different cutoff values (r, = 0,
2.1, 2.5 and 2.9 nm) plotted over the full sudden jump numerically obtained histogram.
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Chapter 3
The effects of TLS-TLS Coupling
on SMS Lineshapes
3.1 Introduction
Although the treatment of chapter 2 was successful in producing linewidth histograms
in fair agreement with experiment, there was no a priori reason to believe that such
a simple treatment would prove to be adequate. An ab initio approach would be
needed to truly treat our problem beyond any doubt, but theoretically modeling
a condensed phase system while properly introducing quantum effects remains an
unobtainable goal. The beauty of the STM is that it provides a simplified picture of
the low temperature glass which we are able to apply to problems of interest where
we would otherwise be forced to give up due to computational impossibility. It must
be emphasized, though, that a complete, microscopic derivation of the STM is lacking
and that care must be taken in its implementation.
Throwing aside skepticism for the moment, let us assume that the STM is a
perfect model for the low temperature glass. Has our discussion of single molecule
spectroscopy, up to this point, treated all aspects of the STM rigorously? The answer,
is a resounding, "No!" In section 2.2.3 we made the giant leap from a single TLS in
interaction with the chromophore to a multiple TLS model. Eventually (section 2.4),
it was determined that we needed to include 1000 TLS to achieve convergence of our
single molecule lines. Our ability to treat such a large system rested in the rather
innocent seeming assumption (eq. 2.25) that we could factorize the dipole - dipole
autocorrelation function into a product of single TLS contributions:
TLS
(p(t)/(O))manyTLS H (p(t),p(O))i. (3.1)
It is this very approximation which rendered our problem solvable and it is this same
assumption which was left entirely unjustified.
In light of the key role that this assumption plays in our derivation, it would
be desirable to have some grasp of just how good an assumption it really is. As
we shall see, this proposed factorization amounts to saying that all the TLS are
independent of one another. It is known that TLS interactions exist in a glass and
their presence has been used to successfully rationalize ultrasonic experiments on
amorphous materials [29]. Also, physical intuition would lead us to expect that TLS -
TLS interactions should exist in the glass purely by analogy to the chromophore - TLS
interaction we invoked to account for the TLS splitting of the electronic absorption.
It was argued that this interaction resulted from elastic strains in the glass and
it seems only reasonable to assume that these strain interactions, which allow the
TLS to communicate with the chromophore, would certainly allow for communication
between the TLS as well. Why then, were we successful with our treatment which
threw all such interactions away?
In this chapter, we will critically examine the validity of equation (2.25). It will
be demonstrated that TLS - TLS interactions are capable of altering SMS lineshapes
relative to the uncoupled results, but that these discrepancies are relatively rare so
that the linewidth histograms are not appreciably altered by the addition of coupling
interactions. To our knowledge, this work represents the only attempt to include TLS
- TLS coupling in the determination of spectral lines in glassy hosts (see however
Tanimura et. al. [30] for a treatment of TLS coupling to the spectral diffusion of an
absorption line).
This chapter will be organized in the following fashion. Section 3.2 will present
several methodologies for treating the absorption of radiation by a chromophore sur-
rounded by many TLS. Here we will present the formalism necessary to treat TLS
- TLS coupling. Section 3.3 will briefly discuss the distribution of TLS parameters
necessary to properly simulate a glass like environment. As these parameters will
largely parallel those introduced in section 2.3, the discussion in this chapter will be
kept to a minimum. The results of our model simulations are given in section 3.4. In
sections 3.5 and 3.6 we discuss our results and conclude respectively.
3.2 Models for Single Molecule Lineshapes
Although we shall present several methods for calculating the absorbance lineshape
of a single chromophore embedded in an amorphous solid, we first take a moment to
discuss the underlying ideas common to all the models. The chromophore is always
assumed to be adequately modeled by a two level system consisting of ground, Ig),
and excited, le), electronic states with energy separation weg. Broadening of the
absorption line occurs by dephasing of this optical transition through strain mediated
interactions with the surrounding medium. Alternatively, it is possible to think in
terms of an excitation frequency, weg, for the chromophore which varies in time due
to these strain interactions. In any case, we shall be concerned with the strains at
the chromophore resulting from localized reorientations of small clusters of molecules
in the glass.
In describing these reorientations we again adopt the tunneling model of Anderson,
Halperin and Varma [21] and Phillips [22]. The temperatures under consideration are
assumed to be low enough to justify treating such reorientations as tunneling events
between the wells of a double minimum on the system's potential energy surface.
For very low temperatures, only the lowest two energy levels of the double minimum
potential need be considered; reducing the complex dynamics of the glass to a series
of two level systems (TLS) which communicate with each other and the chromophore
through the (phonon mediated) strain field. Thermally active phonons in the glass
give rise to spontaneous flips of the TLS which modulate the chromophore's transition
frequency. The two level description is particularly appealing because each tunneling
system will be completely described by two intrinsic parameters: A; the asymmetry
between the left, |L), and right, IR), well states and J; the tunneling matrix element
between |L) and IR) (see fig. 2-1). Additional parameters giving the relative positions
and orientations of the TLS will also need to be specified in order to determine the
interaction of the TLS with their surrounding environments. In our calculations these
parameters will be restricted to a position vector, i', and an orientation parameter, 7r,
which in principle could assume a continuum of values corresponding to rotations of
the TLS in space. We will, however, assume r = ±1 to make connection with chapter
2. We now need to know the components of F' as well as the magnitude because we
will be concerned with the relative positions of the TLS in space and not just the
distance from each TLS to the chromophore.
A single molecule's lineshape must be experimentally determined over a finite
length of time. SMS lineshapes therefore represent time averaged measurements.
Our methods, however, will call for averaging the lineshape over the thermodynam-
ically accessible states for the TLS and phonons interacting with the chromophore.
Our models will accurately reflect experiment only if ergodicity is satisfied so that
we are justified in calculating a time average via a thermodynamic (canonical) aver-
aging procedure. Care must be taken to ensure that only TLS fast enough for this
interchange to remain valid are included in calculations (see sect. 2.3). Briefly, we
will ensure this criterion to be satisfied by excluding from our calculation any TLS
unable to flip on the time scale of the experiment.
The main difference between the models we present is the treatment of TLS -
TLS coupling. The stochastic sudden jump model, as previously implemented, ne-
glects all coupling entirely. A microscopic (Redfield) treatment [32, 31, 33, 34], as
applied to the standard Hamiltonian (eq. 3.9) for this problem, allows for coupling
between TLS, but not in a manner obvious from a first inspection of the Hamiltonian.
Transforming the standard Hamiltonian, to give a description of the system in terms
of dressed TLS states, displays the TLS - TLS coupling explicitly in the Hamilto-
nian and presents a formalism amenable to numerical calculations. We will finally
describe a coupled sudden jump model for which calculations are much simpler and
comparison to previous work is possible.
3.2.1 Uncorrelated Sudden Jump Model
The most popular model employed thusfar in the study of lineshapes in glasses has
been the stochastic sudden jump model [35, 36, 18]. Although we have already de-
rived the results of this model microscopically, it will be instructive to consider the
stochastic derivation here for the physical interpretation it affords. Central to the
model is the idea that a chromophore's transition frequency may be modulated by
the random flipping of TLS proximal to the chromophore. This flipping is of course
attributed to TLS-phonon interactions, but is accounted for in a purely stochastic
manner.
The chromophore's time dependent transition frequency, in the presence of N
TLS, is typically expressed as [19, 18]
N
weg(t) = CDo + (t) (3.2)
where ©o is the transition frequency when all TLS reside in their ground state and
vj is the change in frequency caused by excitation of the jth TLS. 3 (t) = 0, 1 is
a stochastically fluctuating occupation variable for the jth TLS. We note that this
definition is somewhat arbitrary as we could equally well have defined
1 N
weg(t) = O + ~E (t) " (3.3)
with ±j = 1 and wo = Jo + E v3/2 thereby associating wo with the transition
frequency in the absence of all TLS and the second term as the TLS modulation
contribution. Previous efforts have adopted equation 3.2, however we will find it
convenient to consider equation 3.3 for eventual comparison with microscopic theories.
Determination of the absorption lineshape within the stochastic model then pro-
ceeds following the usual Kubo - Anderson techniques [23, 24, 25, 26]. The lineshape
is found to be
I(w) = 1 Re j dteiwt e-2 f d-rw() (3.4)
7 O
where the angular braces denote an average over all possible sets of stochastic trajec-
tories, { 1(t)...N(t)}. The assumption of uncorrelated TLS leads to a factorization
TLS
(w) Re dtei(W-W0)t-Y,adt - (3.5)
where we have made use of our definition for Weg (eq. 3.3) and we have introduced the
radiative lifetime of the chromophore, Yrad, to insure that our line has a finite width
at least as large the unperturbed lifetime of the chromophore. The angular braces
now imply only a trajectory average for the jth occupation variable. It is possible to
carry out this average to yield [23, 24, 25, 26]
(-ia - RJj R( Pi
e-if fdT4()~ = (1, 1) x exp[t -i- R ] x (3.6)
SR, i - Rt3 1 -pj
where R, and Rtj are the upward and downward flip rates for the jth TLS and
pj is the equilibrium occupation probability for the upper state of the jth TLS. Of
course, we now must determine a a reasonable set of parameters, {pj, Rj, R1 j, vj},
for each TLS in the vicinity of the chromophore to compute our lineshape. The
microscopic derivation of chapter 2 provides the necessary bridge to determine the
values of {pj, RTj, R 3, ,vj} from the parameters of the STM. A similar, but more
general, treatment, with emphasis to extending the redfield formalism to multiple
TLS, is included in appendix A.
3.2.2 Standard Redfield Approach - One TLS
Chapter 2 provided a microscopic basis for the single TLS lineshape starting from
a Hamiltonian which incorporated (strain field) coupling between the TLS and the
chromophore. We present in this section a more elementary derivation beginning
from a simpler Hamiltonian in which the Chromophore and TLS are placed on equal
footing. The insight we gain here will be readily applied to multiple TLS systems
and it is for this reason that we choose to rederive some of the results of the previous
chapter.
Our starting point is a Hamiltonian describing a single TLS and a chromophore
in interaction with the strain field of the glass [36]:
A TLS &TLS WO CHH = - +- 4 + E bbw, + az
2 2 2 x qq 2 z
+ gTLS (bt q+ bq) 1LS + CH (bt q+ bq)zCH. (3.7)
q q
Note the absence of any explicit chromophore - TLS coupling. Here, A and J are
respectively the asymmetry and tunneling matrix element for the TLS which is pre-
sented in its IL), |R) basis and wo is the chromophore transition frequency. The index
q labels all the phonon modes of the system and b,bq, Wq, and gTLS(CH) are the cre-
ation operator, annihilation operator, frequency and TLS(chromophore) strain field
coupling constants for the qth mode. The explicit form for the gTLS(CH)s may be
found elsewhere [37, 38] and we restrict our discussion here to the observation that
they (as well as the terms in which they appear) follow from a lowest order truncation
of the strain field - chromophore interaction.
Transformation of the Hamiltonian via
U exp - -(bt, - b,) &CH (3.8)
yields the dressed Hamiltonian
A -TLS J TLS w 0 CH + a7 CHTLS
2 z 2z 4rz z
+ E bbqWq + E gTLS(bt t+ b,)VTLS (3.9)
q q
where we have replaced a dipolar type angular dependence with r = ±1 as discussed
earlier and r = Irl is the chromophore - TLS separation. Equation (3.9) is, in fact,
the Hamiltonian we began with in section 2.2.2 to derive all the subsequent results
of chapter 2.
Physically, we have accounted for an (assumed strong) interaction between phonons
and the chromophore by choosing to consider our problem from the point of view of
a dressed chromophore entity. By effecting this transformation we remove the chro-
mophore - phonon coupling at the expense of introducing an explicit chromophore -
TLS coupling. We emphasize that the chromophore - TLS coupling is not just a result
of this transformation, but rather that we have made what was an indirect (phonon
mediated) interaction appear explicitly in the Hamiltonian. This description allows
for a more convenient treatment at low orders of perturbation theory.
Given this Hamiltonian (eq. 3.9) we are in a position to calculate the lineshape
formula [39]
1(w) = Re j0ewt(p(t)p(0))dt (3.10)
in exactly the manner outlined in chapter 2. A more formal approach is provide in
appendix A as well. The resulting expression is:
I(w) = -Re ei(w -WO)t--Y radtx(1, 1)xexp[t - -2E3 ]X
SR i Aq R 1 - p
(3.11)
where Rt and R, are the upward and downward flip rates for the TLS, p is the
occupation probability of the TLS at equilibrium and A 7 is the (distance depen-
dent) excitation frequency splitting caused by the TLS. Comparison with equation
(3.6) reveals that the microscopic treatment of a single TLS in interaction with the
chromophore reproduces the stochastic theory if we make the association vj = ~.
3.2.3 Standard Redfield Approach - Many TLS
Unfortunately, extension of the microscopic one TLS treatment to the case of many
TLS is not entirely straightforward. Based upon the preceding discussion it might be
expected that the Redfield treatment on a reduced system consisting of all the TLS
and the chromophore would just yield expression (3.5). It turns out however, that
the nature of the Hamiltonian (3.9) does not allow for a factorization of the dipole
autocorrelation function without additional approximations. At the heart of this non
factorization is the fact that all the TLS are coupled to the same phonon bath and
hence phonon mediated interactions conspire to couple all the TLS together.
Consider the many TLS analog of our Hamiltonian (3.9)
E AiTLS, +i TLS T, '712 CH TLS, WO CH
H 2 z 2 X 4r z Z 2 Z
N
+ bLwq + (tgTqLSz(bt_, qb,) zTLS. (3.12)
q 2 q
Formally, we can extend our Redfield treatment of appendix A to this more compli-
cated case. The reduced system portion of this Hamiltonian corresponds to all the
terms in the first line of equation (3.12). Transforming to a basis which diagonalizes
this first line gives us a new set of 2 "N+ states and their corresponding zeroth order
frequencies. The interaction portion of the Hamiltonian, V ,is correspondingly trans-
formed and thus we may compute the entire relaxation matrix, R, from the equations
(A - 6). Our claim that such a treatment does not lead to a factorized form for
(p1 (t)pi(0)) may be most clearly seen by consideration of a model problem including
just two TLS and a chromophore. In figure (3-1) we present an energy level diagram
for the diagonalized reduced system states of such a model problem. After discarding
all interaction terms diagonal in the TLS subspace as discussed in appendix A we are
still left with interaction terms linking states a++b, a++c, b++d, c++d, e++f, e++g, f*-+h
and g++h. These interaction terms give rise to, in addition to the expected coupling
between density matrix elements diagonal in the TLS space, couplings between diag-
onal and off diagonal TLS space density matrix elements. For example, the elements
Rgb;ea and Rhd;gb are found to be nonzero. Thus an element originally diagonal in
the TLS subspace may be indirectly coupled to another diagonal element through a
two step process without any analog in the single TLS case. Such processes ruin any
chance of a factorization of the dipole autocorrelation function. Although factoriza-
tion is not possible here, we could still evaluate all the nonzero elements of the matrix
R and get an expression for (p(t)p(O)). We abandon this approach for two reasons:
1. It is clear that TLS-TLS coupling has entered the picture, however we have
not handled it in a manner consistent with our earlier treatment of TLS-
chromophore coupling.
2. Evaluation of the full set of relaxation elements is complicated and it will turn
out to be much easier to proceed as outlined in the following section.
Before continuing, one observation should be made. If the bath of oscillators in
equation(3.12) were replaced with N separate oscillator baths i.e.
N N
E btb,,+ E gTLS,(bt +b)&TLS, bE qwqz + gTLS, (bt-q + bq,)zTLS
q i qi" [ qj
(3.13)
we would observe a factorization of the autocorrelation function since all phonon
mediated interactions between the TLS would be eliminated.
3.2.4 Explicit Coupling of the TLS
The preceding section showed that, even in the absence of an explicit TLS - TLS cou-
pling term in the Hamiltonian (3.12), the dipole autocorrelation function appearing
in the lineshape formula (3.10) does not assume a simple factorized form. The cause
of this nonfactorization, it was argued, may be traced to a phonon mediated coupling
between TLS and we would thus like to transform our Hamiltonian to a represen-
tation in which this coupling is explicitly demonstrated. In so doing, we preserve
the consistency of our treatment of the strain field since such a transformation was
already made for the chromophore - TLS interaction.
Although differing transformations have been used in the past for this problem
[37], we will adopt
( N TLS,
STLS z (b- b) (3.14)
u-q i Uu
to give (see appendix B)
NA JiALS TLS ^ i CH TLS, WO CH - n r1:TLS, ^TLS,
NHN 2 TLH " 2 e 4r Z 2 4r
N L Jj (bq- b iTLS (3.15)
q j q qq)
where A is the (host dependent) TLS - TLS coupling constant which will be discussed
in section (3.3) and we have once again replaced a complicated angular expression
associated with A with a factor which may only assume the values ±1.
Again, we could proceed to diagonalize the first line of this Hamiltonian and then
go on to use the Redfield formalism to determine the lineshape, but we will make one
more modification first. Recall that our whole point in transforming the Hamiltonian
was to make what was a phonon mediated interaction between the TLS appear explic-
itly in the Hamiltonian. We have accomplished this, however the remaining system -
bath coupling term still will act to produce additional coupling. This becomes appar-
ent if we set A = 0. We are then left with a Hamiltonian very similar to what we had
before transformation (eq. 3.12) and of course that Hamiltonian gave rise to TLS -
TLS interaction. The simplest, albeit not entirely rigorous, way to resolve this prob-
lem is to replace our phonon bath with N identical, noninteracting phonon baths as
discussed earlier (eq. 3.13). In this manner we retain the explicit TLS - TLS coupling
we set out to achieve, we retain the bath modulation of the individual TLS, but we
neglect the remaining phonon mediated coupling between TLS. Our justification in
making this switch is that the value we take for A is inferred from experimental data.
Using an experimentally known value for the explicit TLS-TLS coupling while con-
tinuing to allow for phonon modulated coupling would amount to "double counting"
the coupling effect. Finally, our N TLS,1 chromophore, and phonon Hamiltonian is:
N AiTLS, Ji ^TLS, + CHTLS, WOCH - I: &TLSTLHN= 2 -az + 2a + 4,r z  z  + 2 - 4r- z z
N N
+ b bq Wq, + EE g TLS 3 (bq, - b)iLSj. (3.16)
i q 3 q qb
The addition of the coupling term in the system portion (top line) of equation (3.16)
makes diagonalization much more difficult than in the case of a single TLS (appendix
A). In certain very limited cases an analytical diagonalization can be performed [40],
but these cases are not sufficiently general to be of interest to us. Application of the
Redfield formalism to equation (3.16) will be carried out by computer and will be
further discussed in section 3.4. Although an explicit formula for the dipole autocor-
relation function can not be given in this case, we remark that its general form will
be:
(P(t)p(0))= 0O -exp t[-iw + R ]. (3.17)
6 is a 4N dimensional row vector composed of 2N ones and with the remaining
elements being zero. This form follows from the dipole moment operator, p, and is the
result of performing the trace in the many TLS analog of equation (A - 4). Similarly,
the 4N dimensional column vector 5 holds the 2 N equilibrium populations of the
eigenstates of Ho in the limit of ac = 0 with the remaining elements set to zero. The
positions of the nonzero elements in 0 and P exactly correspond although their
positions will depend upon the chosen basis. [-iw + R ] is of course the 4N x 4N
matrix of zeroth order frequencies and relaxation elements as detailed in appendix A
(equations A - 6).
3.2.5 Correlated Sudden Jump Model
We have shown, to varying levels of sophistication in sections 3.2.1 and 2.2.2 and
appendix A, that it is possible to derive the stochastic sudden jump lineshape formula
from purely microscopic considerations for a system composed of just a single TLS.
It was further argued (section 3.2.3) that the uncorrelated sudden jump model for
many TLS could similarly be derived from a microscopic treatment if the phonon
bath was restricted to act separately on each TLS. We will now derive a correlated
sudden jump model starting from our explicitly coupled N TLS Hamiltonian (3.16).
First, we diagonalize the system part of equation (3.16) excluding the TLS-TLS
coupling term to give:
HN[ W0  N f ig&TLS, - iA~/il (A. A. &TLS^&TLSj
+A-JLS j + JiA3g as + JijTLS &TLS (g
+o Eie TLS, - 7i (A A &TLS &TLS,
+ e) + 2 '- 4Eie r AeAJe
±Ai J zS T LS, iA TLS TLSJ + JJ &TLS, TLS
SE b Wq, + E gTLS _J (be, - bt )iTLS3 (3.18)
i q, 3 j q Wqj
where
Ai Ai 2r
Eie + i. (3.19)
9 9
Neglecting all TLS-TLS coupling except for the diagonal portion leaves us with the
simpler expression
Wo N Ee TLS_ Ai_Ai Ajg TLS,^TLS,
2 2 < 4EiE r3 Z ZIi 3 2 9
W± Ee TLSz Ari hAi Aae TLS,&TLS,
N N JJ
+ E bqbqq, + qTL , (bq - bt-, )jTLY S (3.20)
i q, J q3 q3
It has been argued previously [41] that the diagonal TLS-TLS contribution should
represent the dominant effect of the coupling. Certainly if J < A we are justified in
our approximation and indeed, we saw in section (2.3) that the distributions which
A and J are drawn from insure that this will typically be the case. For TLS which
are nearly symmetric (A - 0) our approximation will break down however, and we
appeal to the argument that keeping the diagonal portion is not only the simplest
approximation, but it is also the one which shows direct correspondence to a stochastic
treatment. It should also be noted that the transformation we invoked to yield the
coupling terms (eq. 3.14) is not unique and a different choice [37] could lead to a
purely diagonal interaction of the form we have adopted.
To apply the Redfield formalism we must now come up with the (4N) zeroth order
frequencies and the entire relaxation matrix as previously done (appendix A) for the
single TLS case. In the single TLS case we evaluated the frequencies only to leading
order in a, the chromophore - TLS coupling constant. Now we have two parameters,
a and A, both related to strain induced coupling and therefore both assumed to be
of similar magnitude. Evaluation of the frequencies to leading order in these strain
coupling parameters gives
N Ajca ] (3.21)
We{n},g{n,} 0 = 3  (3.21)
where {n} denotes the set of N TLS occupation variables,ni = +1 (+1 +- J+) TLS up
and -1 ++ -) TLS down). Ej is the energy splitting for the TLS in the absence of the
chromophore and is given by Ei = /A + J. Only those frequencies corresponding
to density matrix elements diagonal in the TLS space have been included because the
form of our system bath coupling (the last term in eq. 3.20) can not induce transitions
out of this space, and all probability begins there in exact analogy to the treatment
of appendix A. To this level of approximation we see that there is just an additive
contribution to the frequencies from each TLS and that this contribution is exactly
what would be expected for a model with no coupling between the TLS at all.
In evaluating the elements of the relaxation matrix, R, the same approximations
as before are made: a = 0, Debye model for density of phonon states and deformation
potential result for the gTLS. The nondiagonal nature of our system - bath coupling,
V, and the independent bath approximation we have assumed insure that the only
interesting [42] nonzero elements of R couple density matrix elements diagonal in the
TLS space to other TLS diagonal elements. Furthermore, since V can only flip one
TLS at a time, only elements differing from each other by one TLS flip may be coupled
together. These rules will be useful in determining the relaxation matrix which may
formally be carried out in exactly the same manner as outlined in appendix A. The
general form of our dipole autocorrelation function in this scheme is thus:
(p(t)p()) = 0 - et  P (3.22)
where O is a 2N dimensional row vector of ones and P is the 2 N dimensional column
vector of equilibrium population probabilities. 4 is the 2 N x 2 N matrix of zeroth
order frequencies and relaxation rates for the diagonal in TLS space density matrix
elements. It is the simple analog of (-iw + R ) in equation 3.17 when coupling
outside the diagonal TLS space is forbidden.
As an illustrative example, we give the expression for the dipole autocorrelation
function appearing in the lineshape formula (3.10) when only two TLS are considered.
The two TLS give rise to 22 = 4 states and hence four coupled equations in this
treatment. In exact analogy to the results of appendix A we arrive at:
P++
(p(t)(O)) = e-iwot(1, 1, 1, 1) -et P-+ (3.23)
P+-
p__
where the 4 x 4 matrix, I is given by:
-TJ1 - %62 - Rj(+) - R(+)j Rf(+ )  R(+)T 0
RI(+) 161- 62 - Rt(+) - R(_)$ 0 R(_)$
R(+)L 0 -'51 + Z52 - Rj(_) - R(+)t RT(_)
0 R(_) R(_) "S1 + z62 - R(_) - R(-)
(3 24)
with the frequency splittings
1 2E A r (3.25)2Eurl
62 2= A2  (3.26)
2E2The p terms in quation (3.23) are,of course, the equilibrium probabilities for the
The Pu1n2 terms in equation (3.23) are, of course, the equilibrium probabilities for the
occupation of a given two TLS state and are given by
Pn - (nlr2 [ePz3 (E&TLS1 E2 + TLS2 AAiA 2r1 2 TLS TLS2 )1 /
(2 2 4E E2 _ 12 I
S Tr 2  exp - E TLS1 + E2 TLS 2 _A1A271 22 T& LS L S2)  (3.27)2 2 4E 1E 2 r12
The relaxation terms appearing in 4 require some explanation. The bracketed sub-
script refers to the state of the TLS which is not flipping in the transition. The
non-bracketed subscript refers to the flip direction of the involved TLS. Thus R,(+) is
the downward flip rate of TLS one when TLS two is in its excited state. In general,
these flip rates can be determined from the rates of equation (A - 8) by substituting
in the correct energies. As an example
R(_)T = CQJ 2  e1 - e-
AA1A21 12Q = E 2 + (3.28)2r32E 1E 2
gives the upward flip rate of TLS two when TLS one is in its ground state. Extending
this treatment to many TLS is straightforward, but since #4 scales as 2" we can not
hope to be any more general here. Before proceeding, we note that the formalism
just described is exactly what would be obtained by extending a stochastic formalism
to a system of N TLS and a chromophore all coupled together. For this reason, we
shall henceforth refer to this method as the correlated sudden jump model. It is worth
noting that although the matrices in this approach scale as 2N, which is already quite
bad, the approach of the preceding section requires the full 4N matrices.
3.3 Parameters
Thus far, we have discussed several methodologies for computing the lineshape of
a chromophore embedded in a glass. The formulas and ideas presented all require
a substantial amount of input in the form of TLS parameters, {Aj, Jj , 7,j~J}, and
system parameters,{a, A, T = temperature, etc.} before any sort of computation is
possible. Of course, the majority of these parameters are identical to those described
in section 2.3 and our focus here will be on the additions and modifications to the set
of variables discussed there.
The main difference we note is the additional complexity associated with our
variables describing the position and orientation of each TLS. Whereas in section 2.3
we managed to use only a single variable to describe the location and rotation of a
given TLS, we now require four, the 3 components of the vector i, and the factor ij.
We will assume the TLS to be isotropically distributed in space and equally likely to
be oriented in the + and - configurations so that our probability distributions will be
(in radial coordinates):
3r2 sin 0
47r(rmax3-rm,2 n3)' rmin 
- rj max
0<Oq-
P()= (3.29)
o < < 2r
0 otherwise
and
P(7j) = 2' (3.30)
0 otherwise
The distribution of the intrinsic TLS parameters Aj and J will follow the previ-
ously introduced distribution (eq. 2.29) as there is no reason to change these internal
TLS quantities with the introduction of coupling. We reiterate that this distribution
in A and J is somewhat misleading as we will only include those TLS in our sim-
ulation which are active on the timescale of the experiment. In general, this set of
TLS will change between the coupled and uncoupled cases and our simple criterion
for keeping a given TLS:
1
R, > (3.31)
exp
with R, defined by equation (A - 9), falls into question. Unfortunately, we see no
simple way to correct the shortcoming of this expression and we have used it as a test
for TLS contribution - even in the coupled treatments. We do not expect that such an
approximation will have dire consequences on our results as the number of discarded
TLS is relatively low (- 10%).
Of the multitude of fixed parameters in the model (see table 2.1) we make no
changes, only the addition of a single constant; the TLS - TLS coupling constant, A.
An estimate for the value of A may be obtained by application of formula (A14) in
the paper by Black and Halperin [29] and substitution of the appropriate velocities
and coupling constants [47]. The value obtained in this manner is 5.07 x 10"1 nm3Hz
which is of the same order of magnitude as a as we would naively expect. As noted by
Black and Halperin, this value for A is really an upper bound for the correct quantity,
but as we are primarily interested in a qualitative assessment of the importance of
TLS - TLS coupling we will be content to use this inflated value. To avoid any
possibility of confusion, table (3.1) details the full set of parameters we will be using
in our simulations. The circumspect observer will realize, though, that these values
are all identical to those of table (2.1) with the notable addition of A.
3.4 Results
Using the formalism developed in the preceding two sections we have carried out a
number of simulations to assess the effect of TLS - TLS coupling on single molecule
lineshapes. The bulk of our analysis has centered around the coupled sudden jump
treatment, however we will present some data for the microscopic treatment of sec-
tion (3.2.4). Our reasons for centering around the stochastic model are as follows.
Previous work in the field [18, 20], as well as our own discussion in chapter 2, has
relied exclusively on the uncorrelated sudden jump model and hence the correlated
sudden jump treatment offers the most obvious choice for direct comparison. The
microscopic type treatment scales very badly with the number of TLS included in
the simulation (relaxation matrix scales as 4N ) and has additional complexities asso-
ciated with it which will be discussed later (section 3.4.3). The results obtained via
the correlated sudden jump treatment suggest that coupling has little effect on the
linewidth histograms determined experimentally. The underlying reason behind this
insesitivity to coupling (i.e. low TLS density) appears significantly general to expect
that the microscopic treatment will yield similar conclusions (section 3.5). In light of
this, it does not seem worthwhile to pursue a much more complicated analysis.
3.4.1 Uncorrelated Model
As a standard for comparison to the upcoming coupled TLS discussion, we remind
the reader that our original histogram calculated in the uncorrelated, sudden jump
limit may be found in figure 2-4. Only the key elements behind the formation of
this histogram will be outlined in the following paragraph, but section 2.4 may be
consulted for a more complete account. 2000 different linewidths are included in the
histogram. Widths were measured by beginning at the apex of the lineshape and
walking downhill on both sides until reaching the half maximum. The full width at
half maximum (FWHM) is recorded as the frequency difference between these two
half maxima. All widths were included and none were rejected as problematic. The
experimental histogram has been scaled up for comparison with the calculated one as
the original experiment only observed 121 chromophores. Each individual lineshape
represents the numerical evaluation of expression (3.5) for 1000 TLS with parameters
{A,, Jj, F , r3 } randomly selected from the distributions (3.29), (3.30) and (2.29). We
emphasize that although we select 1000 TLS, N < 1000 because of our restriction on
flip rates will cause some TLS to be ignored. All non distributed parameters can be
found in table (3.1). We note that ca is really a fit parameter which was optimized by
Geva et. al. [18] to give the closest correspondence to the experimental histogram.
3.4.2 Correlated Sudden Jump Model
Evaluation of expression (3.6) is considerably simplified by using the properties of
Pauli matrices (eq. 2.19) [35] so that we may avoid the task of diagonalizing N - 1000
2 x 2 matrices in the uncorrelated models. Even if we were unaware of this however,
diagonalizing 1000 2 x 2 matrices is certainly possible. Contrast this to the case of
the correlated sudden jump model where we are faced with diagonalizing one 2N x 2N
matrix, 4 . There is no way to do this as N gets big (in this context 1000 is enormous)
and we are forced to resort to an approximate scheme.
The method we adopt will be to treat the TLS far from the chromophore in the
uncoupled limit and impose coupling on those close by. The critical radius we choose
to separate far from close is 7nm. This choice is motivated by the fact that lineshapes
for systems which exclude TLS inside a shell of 7nm are very nearly Gaussian (figure
3-2). In a qualitative sense we argue that since the lineshapes are very nearly Gaussian
we must be considering a case where the individual contributions from each TLS to
the lineshape are small thus giving rise to the observed central limit type behavior.
Adding coupling to the picture would not be expected to change the line because the
shape will still be created by the cumulative effect of many small perturbations. The
exact nature of the perturbations should be unimportant.
Inside the radius of 7nm we select the 7 TLS with the smallest energy splittings
and discard the rest. The 7 TLS which we keep are treated within the correlated
sudden jump framework. Keeping any more than 7 TLS becomes too computationally
intensive when calculating a 2000 linewidth histogram. While it may seem inexcusable
to discard some TLS, recall that the number of TLS in our simulation is intimately
related to the cutoffs imposed on the distributions of A and J. By discarding these
high energy splitting TLS we are in effect claiming that the cutoffs imposed were a
bit too conservative. We know that the TLS with large energy splittings will not
affect the lineshape because they are thermally inactive. In figure (3-3) we display
nine randomly selected lineshapes. Each line is computed in the uncoupled sudden
jump model for two cases: all TLS included, and our approximation of keeping only
7 inside 7nm. The agreement is excellent and we conclude that we are justified in
our approximation. Of course it could be argued that we might be throwing away a
TLS very near one which was kept and thus that we have neglected important effects
once coupling is introduced. This is true, however by choosing our maximal cutoffs
as small as we have we are in effect already discarding many more TLS. It must be
understood that the distributions in A and J are chosen to mimic experiment. The
presence of thermally inactive TLS nearby active ones will of course cause energy
modulation, but the experimentally measured distribution of TLS energies takes this
modulation into account. TLS with large energies relative to 3-1 must be thought
of as a source of inhomogeneous broadening and distribution in the dynamic TLS
parameters - not as a contributor to the shape of the spectral line.
Mathematically, the approximation discussed above amounts to changing our form
for the lineshape to
I(W) =1Re fo dtei(-wO)t-Yraat ei" . P j e-* 2JoT T) (3.32)
7r /j(r, >7nm)
where the term in parentheses is just equation (3.22) for the evaluation of the dipole
autocorrelation function for the 7 TLS inside 7nm which were retained. The indi-
vidual terms in the product are evaluated by use of equation (3.6). In calculating
equation (3.32) we still discard the TLS with flipping rates unable to satisfy equation
(3.31). As mentioned previously, is unclear that this is still an appropriate criterion
once coupling has been included, but it remains an easy test for ergodicity on the
time scale of the experiment and we know of no simple generalization.
In figure (3-4) we compare nine lineshapes as evaluated in the uncoupled sudden
jump model and the above described coupled treatment. Although agreement is
qualitatively good in seven of the nine cases, the remaining two cases show significant
deviation between the two models. We have also calculated a linewidth histogram
using this partial coupled treatment which is presented in figure (3-5). The steps taken
in the formation of this histogram were identical to those followed in the formation
of the uncoupled histogram except for the actual calculation of the spectral lines for
which we used equation (3.32). The close agreement of our coupled and uncoupled
histograms strongly suggests that the effects of TLS - TLS coupling do not contribute
to the shape of the experimental histogram. We shall reserve further analysis of these
figures for section (3.5).
3.4.3 Full Redfield Treatment
Here we present some preliminary results based upon the formalism of section (3.2.4).
Our aim is not to give a treatment as comprehensive as we have done for the sudden
jump model, but rather to illustrate that the additional complexity of the Redfield
treatment is capable of yielding quite different results from the stochastic treatment.
Our analysis of lineshapes resulting from application of the Redfield formalism to
Hamiltonian (3.16) has been restricted to a model system composed of a chromophore
and two TLS. This case already involves 16 x 16 matrices and our reluctance to pursue
the method further stems from the previously noted scaling as 4N . Also, diagonaliz-
ing the system portion (top line) of the Hamiltonian (3.16) is not trivial and must be
performed numerically. Just getting the zeroth order frequencies is a challenge! We
found it necessary to track the energies as a function of a to insure that we associated
the correct eigenvalues with one another in determining the electronic transition fre-
quencies. This difficulty stems from avoided crossings in the eigenvalue structure of
Ho which make it impossible to just diagonalize the system for its ground and excited
electronic states and know which eigenvalue in the excited state corresponds to which
eigenvalue in the ground state. Tracking a for 100 equidistant jumps from zero to its
full value was sufficient to resolve all ambiguity. We note that this process requires
200 4 x 4 matrix diagonalizations and a system of N TLS would require 200 2 N x 2N
diagonalizations.
To be consistent with our approximations in appendix A, the relaxation matrix,
R, is calculated in the limit of a = 0. Application of the Redfield equations (A
- 6) requires that we know V, the system bath coupling, in the basis in which Ho
is diagonal (for a = 0). This change of basis is performed numerically and the
diagonal portion is discarded to remove the effects of pure dephasing. The resulting
transformed V is then used to compute the relaxation matrix. Finally, we use the
eigenvalues of Ho for a = 0 to determine the equilibrium populations of the four
states. All of this data, w , R and P, is placed in equation (3.17) to yield the
dipole autocorrelation function and through Fourier transformation the lineshape.
The result that we present from this analysis may be found in figure (3-6). There
we track the evolution of a sample two TLS lineshape as A, the TLS - TLS coupling
constant, is increased from zero to its full value. Both coupled models (coupled
sudden jump and full Redfield) are included for comparison and it is seen that the
two differ quite a bit once the coupling (inter TLS separation) gets big (small). We
will comment on this behavior in the discussion.
3.5 Discussion
It is clear from both figures (3-4) and (3-6) that the addition of TLS - TLS coupling
alters lineshapes. Furthermore, figure (3-4) contains nine randomly chosen lineshapes
of which two show significant differences between the coupled and uncoupled models.
This would seem to indicate that not only is TLS coupling capable of changing spectral
lines, but that it does so with statistically significant frequency. Before discussing
the histogram we address two questions. First, what are the primary causes of the
discrepancies between the coupled and uncoupled models? Second, approximately
how often will these factors act to significantly alter the observed lineshape?
In section 2.5 it was demonstrated that lineshapes computed in the uncoupled
sudden jump model are closely approximated by evaluation of equation (3.6) in the
limit of Rt = R = 0 (after discarding the TLS which fail to satisfy the R > 1Texp
criteria). This result tells us that the observed shapes of single molecule lines are
primarily the result of splitting of the chromophore's absorption peak into many, many
overlapping lifetime limited Lorentzians. The relative heights of these lorentzians
are dictated by the occupation probabilities, p., and the splittings themselves are
dependent upon the TLS - chromophore separations. The same approximation should
work just as well in describing the coupled sudden jump model spectra and our
arguments will be based upon this stick model.
Considering equation (3.22) in the limit that all rates are set equal to zero leaves
us with a matrix P which is diagonal and only contains the absorption frequencies.
Furthermore, these frequencies are identical to what they would be in the uncoupled
model. Physically, this means that the effect of a TLS on the chromophore depends
only on which state the TLS is in and not how that TLS has been modulated by
its neighbors. Mathematically, it arises from the low order truncation (in the strain
field) that we imposed on the frequencies (eq. 3.21). In any case, the only possible
remaining difference between the two models is to be found in the vector P . This
vector of occupation probabilities is certainly affected by coupling between the TLS.
Modulation of TLS energy causes a change in e- ,E and hence relative occupancies of
TLS at equilibrium are altered. This change in P effects the relative heights of the
split peaks and hence dictates an overall change in the lineshape. This effect is most
clearly demonstrated in windows four and seven of figure (3-4). In window seven
we see four sets of doublets in the no coupling treatment (the inner two doublets
overlap somewhat). This implies the presence of three TLS close to the chromophore
possessing relatively high excited state occupation probabilities. When coupling is
turned on, the energy splitting of one of the TLS increases appreciably so that only
two pairs of doublets remain, i.e. the coupling has caused one of the TLS to be-
come thermally inactive. Also, note that the relative heights within the doublet have
changed indicating that a second TLS has noticeably changed its energy splitting.
Similar arguments could equally well be applied to figure four. Actually, the same
sort of arguments apply in all the windows, but the large splittings of windows four
and seven make for the easiest interpretation.
We argue that for a lineshape to change appreciably with the addition of cou-
pling requires at least one TLS to satisfy the following two criteria. Firstly, the TLS
must be close enough to the chromophore to split the line in a noticeable fashion.
Secondly, there must be a neighboring TLS close enough to give rise to energy mod-
ulation comparable to the unperturbed energy splitting. This criterion ensures that
the change in occupation probability will be appreciable. If it were obvious how to
approach the statistical problem of how often these two events occur, or even how to
define close enough in a quantitative fashion, we would be able to predict the change
in the histogram without running a simulation. As a toy problem though, let's just
consider approximately how often the second criterion is satisfied if we assume that
for the 7 TLS that we keep inside the 7nm shell there is one close to the chromophore
with significantly small unperturbed energy splitting to make the second criterion
reasonably plausible. If we assume that this energy splitting is close to zero, then an
energy modulation on the order of 2kBT will certainly produce a significant change
in relative peak height (peak ratio from - 1 to - 10). Assuming that A - 1 for the
TLS of interest and the perturbing TLS, equation (B - 7) gives us a very approxi-
mate expression for the necessary separation required to see a significant change in
lineshape.
r A (3.33)
Inserting the parameters from table (3.1) gives a value for r on the order of 1.2nm.
Since we only consider the other 6 TLS within the 7nm sphere as possible perturbers
this gives a perturber density of .0042nm - 3 which may be placed in the Poisson
distribution to find the probability that a perturber is close enough (within 1.2nm)
to cause a change in lineshape. This probability is about .03. Although the preceding
arguments are far from rigorous they do indicate that the physical parameters of
our system tend to discourage large effects resulting from TLS - TLS coupling. It
should also be noted that a big change in lineshape does not necessarily translate to
a big change in width. Consider panel 7 of figure (3-4). There the lineshape changes
immensely, but our definition of width produces the same result for both the coupled
and uncoupled models. Of course, if we had defined the width by walking in from
the edges of the spectra (as opposed to walking down from the peak) as discussed
by Geva and Skinner [20] we would observe a change in width. This dependence on
width definition is observed to occur relatively infrequently [20] so we feel confident
that our histogram is not plagued by artifacts of our definition.
Having pinpointed the cause of discrepancies between the two sudden jump models
and having made a ballpark estimate as to the frequency that these discrepancies
surface we turn our discussion to the histograms (figure 3-5). The two models clearly
produce exceedingly similar histograms, especially when contrasted to the difference
between either one and the experimental data. The conclusion then is that TLS -
TLS coupling does not significantly affect the linewidth histogram. We attribute this
lack of effect to the low density of thermally active TLS. There are simply not enough
TLS around to ensure that two will get close together frequently enough to change
the histogram. Equivalently, we could say that the TLS - TLS coupling constant, A,
is not large enough to alter the histogram in a significant way. Since this constant has
been estimated from the same data as was used in determining the other parameters
of the model we are not led to suspect that we have chosen a poor value for A. If
anything, our estimate should be too high (section 3.3) lending further credibility to
our analysis.
In light of figure (3-6) we find it impossible to state that our correlated sudden
jump model captures all the possible effects of TLS coupling. One clear difference
between the correlated sudden jump model and our full Redfield treatment is that the
Redfield treatment allows for migration of the individual peaks. The stochastic model
does not show this behavior since the frequency matrix, w , does not change from
the coupled to uncoupled treatments. This effect could be built in by using the full
expression for the frequencies, without truncation, as would be derived from equation
(3.20). However, such an approach would not be consistent with the approximations
inherent in the usual uncorrelated sudden jump approach. An underlying assumption
in the sudden jump model is that two TLS will not get close enough together for this
effect to become important. As argued in the preceding paragraphs this assumption
is a good one for the vast majority of lineshapes and we point out that the system
studied in figure (3-6) was specifically formulated to place the two TLS Inm from each
other, an occurrence which we know from above will happen relatively infrequently.
Another obvious difference between the two models is the discrepancy in peak heights.
This may be attributed to the retention of the nondiagonal TLS - TLS coupling terms
which are dropped in the sudden jump model. Dropping the nondiagonal terms is
again essentially a first order perturbation treatment in TLS coupling and should not
cause difficulty unless two TLS get very close to one another. Up until window five
of figure (3-6) we see good agreement between the sudden jump and Redfield models.
If the coupling were considered to be full strength, window six would correspond to
a separation of 2nm between the TLS. Close proximity of the TLS is required for
the sudden jump model to break down. These observations have led us to abandon
further pursuit of the Redfield type model. The TLS densities in organic glasses are
not high enough (equivalently the TLS - TLS coupling is not strong enough) to dictate
that we use a more complicated model. We conclude from our coupled sudden jump
analysis that TLS - TLS coupling will not significantly contribute to the form of the
linewidth histograms. Since the underlying reason for this is the low TLS density,
there would be no reason to pursue the computationally intensive Redfield treatment
which will only show significant deviation from the sudden jump approach in the high
density limit.
3.6 Conclusion
We have presented a theoretical framework for including the effects of TLS - TLS
coupling in the evaluation of single molecule lineshapes in amorphous solids. From a
practical standpoint, this framework is cumbersome to implement because it requires
the exponentiation of large (at least 2 N x 2 N) matrices. We have argued, however,
that the key effects of this coupling may be retained by applying this scheme to a
small subset of all the TLS while treating the remainder as being uncoupled. When
such an approximation is made the problem becomes tractable.
Our simulations indicate that the effects of TLS - TLS coupling on linewidth
histograms is insignificant even though a small number of lineshapes are dramati-
cally altered by this interaction. In particular, our coupled simulations do no better
at reproducing the small width end of the histogram than does the uncoupled the-
ory. This discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical histograms remains
unexplained [20]. Perhaps the replacement of the angular portion of the dipolar inter-
action with a simple factor of ±1 is responsible for the disagreement between theory
and experiment. Or, possibly there is some underlying shortcoming of the standard
tunneling model. Further work still needs to be pursued along these lines.
Although our results have essentially shown that TLS - TLS dynamics do not
play a major role in SMS experiments in low temperature glasses, we feel that this
"negative result" is quite interesting. Certainly, the strain nature of the interaction
between TLS is expected to be every bit as strong as the interaction between chro-
mophore and TLS. What we observe though is that since the TLS - TLS coupling
does not have as large a direct effect upon the chromophore that only in relatively
rare cases does this coupling effect the single molecule lineshapes. Should a physical
system be found with a higher density of TLS we predict that TLS - TLS coupling
will need to be considered in order to achieve close agreement between theory and
experiment.
3.7 Appendix A
In order to derive equation 3.11 from the lineshape formula (3.10) we will find it
convenient to diagonalize the first four terms of the Hamiltonian (3.9) to give
H = Ho+V (A-l)
Ho = wala)(al + Wb b)(bl + wc c)(c| + Wd d)(d| + 1 bbqWq
q
V = gTLS (bq, bt) [) (a)(b| + b)(a )+ (w - ) (|c)(d + d)(c|)
where we have intentionally disregarded all terms in V diagonal in the system as
these will contribute only to pure dephasing, a process known to go as T 7 . The
temperature regime under consideration is assumed to be low enough to justify this
approximation. The states la), 1b), Ic) and Id) are diagrammed in figure (2-2) and
correspond to the chromophore - TLS direct product states |+)lg), |-) g), +) e) and
I-) e) respectively. The energies, wa ... Wd are given by
W = (A + )2+ J22 2 2r 3
wo 1 a7\
Wb = +V(A )2 +J22 2 2r3
w = + (A - )2 ± 22 2 2r3
Wd = - (A - )2 + J2. (A - 2)2 2 2r3
In this new basis the dipole autocorrelation function is seen to be
(p(t)p(O))= ((|a)(c| + |b)(d|)e-iHt (c)(al + Id)(b|)eiHt ) (A- 3)
where the cyclic invariance of the trace has been exploited and the complex conjugate
of the operators a)(cl etc. have been left out because it is assumed there is no
thermal excitation of the chromophore. We now assume that the interaction term,
V, is weak enough to insure the validity of a second order cumulant expansion for the
bath average of e-iHt(1c)(al + d)(b|)eiHt and the replacement of e- H by e- PHo. Our
expression then simplifies to
((tO(O)) =
TTa,b {(a)(c| + b)(d) eiH t [Pa c)(a + (1 - Pa) d)(b]eiHtb} (A - 4)
with
(. . .)b = Tph Ie-6 E bwbq, " " "}TTph {
e - 1 q bt bq Wq
Pa = e-P Wa(e - " + e-Owb) (A- 5)
and it understood that the bracketed term is to be evaluated as a reduced density
matrix in the Redfield limit.
The full Redfield formalism would yield a set of 16 coupled equations (4 states ++
16 density matrix elements). We may immediately reduce these 16 equations to the
4 equations associated with density matrix elements of approximate frequency -wo,
i. e. those elements with the form |e)(gI in the electronic subspace. It is justified to do
this because all probability begins in such states and coupling outside this subspace
will be inefficient due to the large frequency mismatches involved. Actually, this set
of four equations turns out to be two independent sets of two equations, of which we
only need one set. To see this, consider the general form of the Redfield equations:
Umn(t) - -iWmn(mn(t) + E Rmn;pq pq(t)
pq
Rmn;pq = - mp > tnrrq(Wqr) - 6 nq E tmrrp(Wpr)
r r
+tpmnq(Wqn) + tqnmp(Wpm)
1 00 t
tpmnq (M) = - dte'i" (V, (t)V,(0)) b2 -oo
Vpm(t) = (p eiHbtVe-iHbt I )
Hb = >btbqW
q
(A- 6)
The completely nondiagonal (TLS) nature of our V insures that not only do we stay in
the e) (g| electronic subspace, but also that we stay in the diagonal TLS space (since
we began with all probability there). There are only two density matrix elements
both diagonal in the TLS space and le)(g| in the electronic space. These elements
are aca and rdb and they are coupled by the following system of equations
Oca(t) = (-iWca + Rca;ca)Oca(t) + Rca;dbUdb(t)
Udb(t) = Rdb;caUca(t)+ (-iWdb + Rdb;db)db(t). (A - 7)
The simplest method for computing the elements of the relaxation matrix, R, is
to assume that the chromophore has no effect on the TLS dynamics [32]. From a
calculational point of view, this amounts to evaluating the tpmnq(w) elements and the
factor Pa in the limit of a = 0. Keeping ac in the frequency components of (A - 7)
is essential, however it is usually considered sufficient to replace the full expression
with its lowest order Taylor expansion in a. This set of approximations leads to the
promised expression (eq. 3.11) for the dipole autocorrelation function
(P(t)(0)) e ot x (1, 1) exp[t 2Er3 X
R iA -7 R 1 - p2Er3 -
R4 = CEJ2 I - e - f E
Rt = CEJ 2
1 - e-+E
e-E
p = 1 + e -P E
E = A 2 + 2 (A- 8)
where C is a host dependent collection of constants, typically inferred from experi-
ment, as discussed in section 2.3. The expressions for the flip rates are obtained by
conversion of the sum over q to an integral using a Debye density of states. As previ-
ously mentioned, the coupling constants result from the lowest order strain coupling
and hence they follow the deformation potential approximation and go as q2. As a
final note, we comment that the flip rates R1 and RT are often combined to give the
relaxation rate, R defined by:
3ER - R± + R, = CEJ2 coth( ). (A - 9)
We will use this expression in determining which TLS are active on the timescale of
the experiment.
3.8 Appendix B
Given the Hamiltonian
S&TLS, + TLS CHzTLS + 
CH
iz
N
Sbbqw, + gTLS, (bt, + bq) &T Ls ,  (B - 1)
q q
we wish to compute
HN = UHUt; U exp TLS, Z (bq . (B - 2)
Transformation is carried out through use of the operator identity
eBAe - B = A + [B, A] + [B, [B, A]]+..2
TLS,
Yq ^TLS,
Wq
N TLS,
-b 
-q TLS,
U&"TLS, Ut
ox
= 1 (I TLS,2 + + I&TLS ) (B- 4)
In the above we have defined
- exp (± S2 TLS, (bq -
q Wq
TLS 3O0- - TLS3 ± i T LS 3
x Y (B- 5)
Substituting the transformed operators of equation (B - 4) for the original ones
in the Hamiltonian (B - 1) produces the transformed Hamiltonian:
N [AiTL
2 L
+J (Vi TLS±, + TL&TLS)
+4+ +
woCH + b bqwq -
2( q
TLS, TL
gq g-q
Wq
+Orii 'CH TLS,
L4ri z z
Sj ^TLS, ^TLS3
O'z cz
Kassner and Silbey [37] have shown that the TLS coupling term in parentheses has
the angular and radial dependence of a dipole type interaction. For our treatment we
replace the angular dependence with our rl factors and express the TLS-TLS coupling
term as
Z (i74j (q
TLS, TLSJ9q 9-q TLS, TLS, - : ZTLS, TLS3
W z Oz V- z  "zq i<j Z3
(B- 7)
where rij is, of course, the distance between TLS i and j and A is the TLS - TLS
to give
(B- 3)
STLS,
z
N
= b-
U&TLS, UtUzB
UbtU t
UbqUt
btq))
HN
(B- 6)
coupling constant which will be different for every glassy host material. The assign-
ment of a value to A will be discussed in section (3.3). We conclude our derivation
by expanding the I operators to first order in the gTLS coupling constants to give
the promised form for the transformed Hamiltonian:
HN A LS, JiTLS CHTLS WO &CH Arr& TLS, TLS,HN N [zaa SL TLCH-TLSZZ
2 L2 4,3 z 2 40
± T > t  LS bTLS 3j - btTLS (B -8)q q + 9q (b q)
q j q Wq
It should be noted that replacement of T± by its first order expansion, while not
rigorously correct, does return the Hamiltonian to a similar form (linear in phonon
coupling) as it began in. Remember that the Hamiltonian we began with was itself
only correct to lowest order in the strain field interaction i.e. if we were to keep
higher order terms in the transformed Hamiltonian we would really have to return to
our original Hamiltonian and start with higher order terms in the strain field there
to begin with.
Parameter Description Value Reference
T temperature 1.7K [15]
Texp exp. time scale 120s [15]
Y radiative linewidth 2.09 x 10-2ns - 1  [48]
C TLS phonon coupling const. 3.9 x 10 8K-3Hz [47]
asymmetry exponent 1 [18]
Amax maximal asymmetry 17K [18]
JImz minimal tunneling element 2.8 x 10-7K [18]
Jmax maximal tunneling element 17K [18]
rmin minimal radial distance Inm [18]
rmax maximal radial distance 27.48nm [18]
p TLS density 1.15 x 10-2nm - 3  [28, 20]
a chromophore-TLS coupling const. 3.75 x 10"1nm 3Hz [18]
A TLS - TLS coupling const. 5.07 x 10llnm3Hz [29, 47]
Table 3.1: Expanded Parameter Set for Terrylene in Polystyrene
CHROMOPHORE
excited
Ig>
le>
la>
ground
Ih>
If>
Ib>
Ic>
Id>
TLSs
Figure 3-1: A qualitative energy diagram for the composite chromophore - 2 TLS
system showing the relation between chromophore-TLS direct product states and the
states a) ... |h).
Figure 3-2: Lineshapes corresponding to 9 different randomly situated chromophores.
Only TLS more distant than 7 nm from the chromophore are included in the calcula-
tion to demonstrate the approximately gaussian broadening caused by distant TLS.
The dotted lines represent calculated lineshapes in the uncorrelated sudden jump
model. The solid lines are gaussians with FWHM chosen to agree with the calcu-
lated lineshapes. The horizontal axis of each window spans a range of 6 GHz and the
vertical axes have been scaled to fully display the (normalized) lineshapes.
A
Figure 3-3: Lineshapes corresponding to 9 different randomly situated chromophores.
The solid lines represent the lineshapes calculated in the uncorrelated sudden jump
model with all TLS included. The dotted lines represent the linshapes obtained
when only the distant TLS (more than 7 nm from the chromophore) and the 7 most
populated TLS of those inside 7 nm are included in the calculation (see text). Each
window's horizontal axis spans 14 GHz and the vertical axes have been scaled to fully
display the (normalized) lineshapes. The apparent lack of dotted lineshapes reflects
the near perfect coincidence of the dotted and solid shapes.
- --
0 
"... ........ ...
Figure 3-4: Lineshapes corresponding to 9 different randomly situated chromophores.
The dotted lines represent the lineshapes calculated in the uncorrelated sudden jump
model. The solid lines represent the lineshapes as computed in the correlated sudden
jump model as described in the text (section 3.4.2). Note that only the 7 most
populated TLS of those inside 7 nm are coupled together in this model. All windows
excepting 4 and 7 span 14 GHz on the horizontal axis. Window 4 spans 60 GHZ and
window 7 spans 35 GHz. The vertical axes are scaled to fully display the (normalized)
lineshapes.
P
No. of occurences in 2000 systems
0
O
Figure 3-5: Two histograms comparing the coupling model as discussed in section
(3.4.2) to the uncorrelated sudden jump treatment.
0
Figure 3-6: 9 windows detailing the change in lineshape as TLS - TLS coupling is
turned on. The x - axis of each widow spans 40 GHz and the y axes are scaled to fully
display the (normalized) lines. The solid line represents the Redfield calculation and
the dotted line the correlated sudden jump calculation. Beginning with the upper left
window and proceeding to the lower right, the coupling between the TLS is given by:
01 a a a a a  A. A is defined in the text and in table 1. The two TLS
S128' 64 32' 16' 8' 4' 2
are both 3 nm from the chromophore and are separated from each other by 1 nm.
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Chapter 4
Quantum Control for Arbitrary
Harmonic and Linear Potentials
4.1 Introduction
The preceding chapters have dealt with the spectroscopy of chromophores in a con-
densed phase. Although the value of spectroscopy lies in its ability to reveal important
information about a physical system by probing its response to electromagnetic radia-
tion, the interaction of light with matter has the potential to go beyond spectroscopy.
In some sense, even existing spectroscopic techniques, such as hole burning, really go
beyond the measurement process.
Consider a hole burning experiment in an amorphous solid. The sample will be in-
homogeneously broadened by static effects resulting from inhomogeneity in structure
at the microscopic level. A burning laser at frequency wo, within the inhomoge-
neous band, is used to selectively excite those molecules on resonance. Some of these
molecules will shift in resonant frequency following the excitation as a result of photo
induced processes. Such processes may be either photophysical or photochemical in
nature, but in either case the result will be the same - persistent narrow dips in the
absorption spectra corresponding to loss of absorbers at frequency wo. Although the
spectroscopist is able to gain insight as to the nature of the homogeneous broadening
occurring in the sample by performing this experiment, he has unwittingly altered
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the sample in the process. Insofar as altering the sample was not the goal of the
experiment, it could be argued that this change (corresponding to the dips in the
inhomogeneous band) is simply an undesired by-product. One could envision, how-
ever, an experiment designed to produce a pattern of holes in the absorption band -
a pattern dictated by the pulse sequence of light applied to the sample. Indeed, such
experiments have been done and the technique has been used to store data in organic
glasses [1].
The purpose of the preceding discussion was to point out that the light-matter
interaction has potential beyond spectroscopy. It has been a long standing goal of
physical chemists to be able to influence chemistry by the application of specially
designed radiation fields. Recent work, both experimental [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] and the-
oretical [9, 10, 11, 12, 13], has demonstrated that it is indeed possible to drive matter
toward a desired goal with laser fields. For an introduction to the current state of
progress in the field the reader is encouraged to read the recent review by Wilson and
co-workers [7] and the references therein. Without indulging in an extensive review
ourselves, we comment that it would probably be unrealistic to describe the recent
successes of quantum control as more than modest achievements. Experimentally,
it has been difficult to achieve control for all but the simplest systems (gas phase
diatomic molecules) and although theoretical models may be a bit more advanced,
they too are limited in scope because of the inherent difficulty in modeling many
dimensional quantum mechanical systems. It seems clear that for quantum control to
develop into a practical science, advances will have to be made both experimentally
and theoretically.
There are two possible approximate approaches one can take in attempting to
model quantum systems with many degrees of freedom. In the first approach, a
realistic Hamiltonian for the system of interest is employed and the dynamics are
calculated by some approximate scheme. In the context of quantum control, a number
of such approximate propagation schemes have been employed including: Gaussian
wave packet [14, 15], time dependent Hartree [16], nearly classical [12] and stochastic
bath [13] methods. In the second approach, an approximate hamiltonian is adopted
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for which the dynamics may be solved exactly (i.e. quadratic potentials). This
approach has recently been pursued by Cao, Messina and Wilson [17] to study the
problem of quantum control for a single degree of freedom coupled to a gaussian
bath. This chapter will extend the work of Cao et. al. to cover the case of completely
arbitrary linear and quadratic potentials via the matrix method of Balian and Brezin
[25]. The formalism is quite general and has the potential to be applied to a variety
of interesting control problems including the control of large molecules and control
of systems in condensed phases. In the present work we consider several test cases
in order to demonstrate the validity of the method. Possible extensions to this work
will be discussed.
The organization of this chapter will be as follows. Section (4.2) will outline the
theoretical framework for our model of quantum control. Section (4.3) will detail
and comment upon results we have obtained by applying this model to some simple
test cases. In section (4.4) we will conclude with a discussion elaborating upon the
possibilities for extension of this work.
4.2 Weak Field Control in the Limit of Harmonic
and Linear Potentials
As in previous studies [12, 13], we adopt the following simplified model to study the
problem of quantum control. The system we desire to influence is described by a
Hamiltonian
Hs = g)(g H, + (He + weg) e) (e| (4.1)
comprised of two electronic states Ig) and le) and a number of nuclear degrees of
freedom whose dynamics are governed by the adiabatic Hamiltonians Hg and He
depending upon the electronic state of the system. weg, the energy separation between
the lowest nuclear eigenstate for the excited and ground electronic states, is taken to
be much larger than any of the frequencies associated with nuclear motion. Coupling
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to the radiation field is achieved through a dipolar interaction of the form
Hint = -fe(t). (4.2)
For simplicity, the field is treated classically and the dipole operator is taken to be
A = Ip(lg)(e + le)(gl), with p a constant, so that the dipole moment is independent
of the configuration of the nuclear degrees of freedom (Condon approximation). We
choose to write the field
E(t) -- E(t)e-iegt + E*(t)eiWegt (4.3)
in order to explicitly separate the high frequency, (e- Wegt) "carrier", component of
the field from the remaining slowly varying portion,E(t), which will contain the in-
formation pertinent to control.
The Hamiltonian for the system in the presence of the control field will be the
sum of the system and interaction pieces introduced previously
H(t) = Hsys + Hint = Ig)(g IH + (He + Weg) le)(e - p (le)(g9 + 1g)(e) f(t), (4.4)
but as we will only be interested in the (slow) nuclear dynamics we are justified in
invoking the rotating wave approximation (RWA) [18] to give us
H(t) = Hsy+Hint = g)(gHg+(He + weg) le)(e|-p (Jg)(e|E(t)e-iWeSt + Je)(g|E*(t)eiwegt)
(4.5)
Within the RWA limit, the value of Weg will not affect our results for the specification
of E(t) and we choose to set its value to zero in hamiltonian (4.5). It should be
stressed, however, that the true field (e(t) = E(t)e-i egt + c.c.) does depend on the
value taken for weg in an obvious manner so that the ground/excited energy spacing
comes into play via the carrier frequency of the applied field. The final, simplified
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form for our Hamiltonian is thus:
H(t) = |g)(glH + le)(e|He - p (1g)(e|E(t) + le)(gE*(t)) . (4.6)
Our problem is to find the field, E(t), which best promotes the achievement of
some set goal for the configuration of the system at a set time, tj. Clearly this field
will depend upon the initial state of the system, the hamiltonians Hg and He and the
time, tj. The procedure we present for finding this optimal E(t) will be based upon
a density matrix formulation [13, 12]. It is possible to proceed with a wavefunction
picture, but the density matrix allows for a more convenient description of systems
at finite temperature with a Boltzmann distribution of initial states.
We define our goal as the maximal realization of some target operator, denoted A,
at the time tf. Mathematically, this translates to maximizing the expectation value
A(tf) _ Tr {Ap(tf)} (4.7)
with respect to all possible control fields E(t). For concreteness we mention that the
operator A will eventually be taken to be a gaussian wave packet in our analysis.
Another possibility would be a projection operator to some state, but for now we
make no restrictions as to the form of the target. To perform this average (eq. 4.7)
we must first determine p(t). In general this would mean solving the Liouville equation
(h = 1):
= -i [H(t), p(t)] 
-iL(t)p(t) (4.8)
at
which is a very difficult problem requiring iterative techniques. We will avoid this
nightmare by confining our control fields to be "weak" in the sense that the relative
magnitude of Hit is much less than that of Hy, so that we are justified in solving
for p(t) in a perturbative manner. The resultant expression, correct to second order
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in E(t), is
p(t) ,- [1 - i fo dtie-L s(t-t)Lint(tl)e- i Lstl (4.9)
- ft dtl ftl dt2e-iLy(tti)Lint (t l)e-iLvY(t -t 2)Lint(t 2 )e-iLsyst2] p(O)
where the partial Liouvillians are defined by
L,y... = [1g)(g Hg,+ e)(elHe,---1
Lint(t) =- [-p ( g)(e E(t) + e)(glE*(t)) ,..].
(4.10)
To further our analysis we will confine ourselves to target operators which are
purely excited in electronic character. Although it is possible to proceed with the case
where A is on the ground electronic state we would really need to go to higher orders of
perturbation theory to see control in the sense of a "pump - dump" type experiment.
Control on the ground state surface in the limit of second order perturbation to the
density matrix (i.e. one photon processes) corresponds to selective loss of population
from the ground state as opposed to selective placement and is correspondingly more
difficult to achieve. With this assumption of an excited state target we find that not
only does the term first order in E disappear for A(tf), but half of the second order
terms vanish as well. The nonzero terms give
Ae(tf) = p2f dt1  l dt2Tr {Ae [e-iHe(tf-tl)e-iHgtlp(0)eiHt2 zHe(tf-t2E*(tl)E(t 2 )
+e-iH,(tf - t2) e-iHgt2p()e iH gt e iH e(ty-tlE*(t2)E(t)]
(4.11)
where we have reverted to Hilbert space notation and the subscript e has been ap-
pended to Ae to remind us that the target is on the excited state surface. Equation
(4.11) may be algebraically manipulated to give the more pleasing form
Ae(tf) = dtl i dt 2E*(ti)M(tx,t 2 )E(t 2)
M(tl, t2 ) / i 2Tr {Aee-iH(t -t 2) -iHgt2 p(O) e iHgtl eiH(t - tl)}
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(4.12)
which will be the basis of all forthcoming analysis.
Recall that we want to find the field, E(t), for which A(tf) is maximal relative to
all other E(t). We therefore would like to solve
Ae(tf)[E(t)] = 0, (4.13)
6E(t)
but there is a problem since we have derived a form for Ae(ty) valid only in the weak
field regime. Equation (4.13) could quite possibly suggest an optimal field with a huge
amplitude, but such a solution would be nonsensical within the present derivation as
it would contradict our earlier assumptions. To alleviate this difficulty we introduce
the Lagrange multiplier A which will enforce the constraint
tfo dt1 E(tl) 2 = C (4.14)
thus keeping the integrated field intensity to a constant value (C). The constrained
version of equation (4.13) is
6 E*(t) [tf dtl dt 2 E*(t1 )M(tl , t 2 )E(t 2 ) - A tf dtE(t) 1 = 0 (4.15)
which immediately leads to the following integral equation for E(t)
AE(t) = fo d M(t, T)E(T). (4.16)
In the discrete time limit this equation is recast as the eigenvalue problem
AEj = AMjEj (4.17)
with
Ei E(ti)
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(4.18)
and A equal to the time point spacing so that the globally optimal field is one of the
eigenvectors of the matrix Mij. Multiplying equation (4.16) by E*(t) and integrating
over t leads to
A- f dtl fof dt2E*(t 1 )M(tl, t2)E(t 2 ) _ A(ty) (4.19)
fo' dt E(t)12 C
so that we know which eigenvector corresponds to the globally optimal field. The
eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue, A, of Mij maximizes the value of
A(tf) and represents the optimal field.
Equations (4.12), (4.17) and (4.19) summarize the results for weak field control
with a target operator on the excited state surface. To compute the optimal E(t)
one has only to evaluate the response function M (eq. 4.12) at a number of points
corresponding to the chosen time discretization and diagonalize the resulting matrix,
Mij (eq. 4.18). The field most capable of producing the desired target will be (in
the discretized limit) the eigenvector of Miy corresponding to the largest eigenvalue
A (eq. 4.17). Furthermore, we define the yield of this field to be the eigenvalue, A,
which is related to Ae(tf) by equation (4.19). This yield is assumed to be an adequate
measure of the achievement of our goal (target).
We stress that to this point no assumptions have been made as to the forms
of Hg and He and that the preceding discussion has really just been a review of
well known weak field control theory [13, 12]. Although the matrix formulation of
equation (4.17) represents a considerable simplification over theories of control in
the strong field limit [13], it remains a non-trivial matter to compute the optimal
E(t). The difficulty arises in the computation of the matrix Miy. For systems with
many degrees of freedom and complicated potential surfaces, exact computation of
the elements of Mi, becomes an impossibility and approximate propagation schemes
(see introduction for a few possibilities) need to be implemented. We circumvent
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this difficulty by taking our potentials to be linear and quadratic functions of our
coordinate degrees of freedom. Given a system with N degrees of freedom we are free
to write the hamiltonian in terms of the creation and annihilation operators
ai = qi + i wii
h M h q i
(4.20)
with i ranging from 1 to N. Our restriction to linear and quadratic potentials then
translates to allowing only hamiltonians with terms up to second order in the opera-
tors a- and a .
Consider the vector of operators
- (a ,..., a , a ,...,at). (4.21)
For hamiltonians of the form which we are discussing it is possible to write
1
H = -S + ka + c (4.22)2
where S is a symmetric (Hermiticity requires S = S ) 2N x 2N matrix and k is a
2N dimensional vector. In appendix B we show explicitly how to calculate quantities
resembling
Tr {eAeBeC. .. , (4.23)
where A, B, C,... are all operators of the form (4.22), via the techniques of Balian
and Brezin [25]. To employ these techniques in the computation of Mij requires that
not only the hamiltonians Hg and He be of form (4.22), but that the zero time density
matrix, p(0), and the target operator, Ae be expressible as exponentiated quadratic
operators as well. We will always take p(O) to be the thermally eqilibrated density
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matrix for the system in the ground electronic state
e-PH
p(O) = Peq =T{e -Hg (4.24)
which clearly adheres to the required form. To make contact with previous work
[13, 12, 17], we will take our target operator, Ae, to be a gaussian wave packet in
phase space
1 [(q - qc)2  (P Pc) 2 l
Ae(q, p) = exp - q )2 (p - )2 (4.25)
2W Wp 2W, 2 W j
We demonstrate in appendix A that it is possible to associate with such a wave packet
the operator
Ae = 2sinh ( exp - ( Pc) a- qc2) (4.26)
where -y and WA are defined in the appendix and may be thought of as the inverse
temperature and frequency associated with a fictitious oscillator whose equilibrium
density matrix serves as our target for control. Thus our target is of the form (eq.
4.22) as well.
In looking at M (eq. 4.12) we realize that it is nothing more than a trace over
many operators of the form (4.22) and thus the Balian and Brezin techniques give
us a simple method for its calculation. Given M, the calculation of E requires only
the comparatively simple diagonalization of a matrix. Further comments on the
implementation of this formalism as well as several examples will be provided in the
following sections.
4.3 Results and Discussion
The results of the preceding section and the appendices lay a general framework for
the calculation of optimal control fields, within the limitations previously discussed.
In order to demonstrate the utility of our formulation we will examine several test
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cases. We begin in section (4.3.1) by examining the case of a single harmonic mode
coupled to the electronic transition. Section (4.3.2) will consider the effects of coupling
other modes to this primary mode as a model for dissipative dynamics.
4.3.1 Control With a Single Harmonic Mode
A single mode of frequency w. in the ground electronic state and frequency we in the
excited state will serve as our paradigm for weak field control. In addition to the
frequency shift upon excitation, the minima of the excited state potential will also be
shifted relative to the ground state by an amount d (see figure 4-1). For our target,
we take the gaussian wave packet corresponding to the harmonic oscillator density
matrix (eq. 4.26) centered at qc = 2d and Pc = 0 with the inverse "temperature" 7
and frequency WA. The hamiltonians, H_ and He, and the pseudo hamiltonian, HA,
given by
H2 2
H = P W; 2S 2m 2
"2 2
He = P + (e _ d)
2
2m 2
HA m (q - 2 d ) 22m 2
(4.27)
conveniently serve to express the response function, M (eq. 4.12) as
M(tl, t 2) = N Tr {e-YHA e-i(tf-t2)Hee-[-i(tl-t2)]Hei(t - t l) (4.28)
N = 4p 2 sinh(p hwg/2) sinh(ThwA/2).
To make explicit contact with the notation of the appendix, we note that the
Hamiltonians (eq. 4.27) may be written in the form
1
H = -aSa + Ara + v (4.29)2
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with 7 ( 0 1)
-1 0
(4.30)
and a - (a, at) with a and at taken to be the creation and annihilation operators
for the ground state hamiltonian such that
H = ata + ) hw,.Hs = ( 2 (4.31)
The relevant matrices, vectors and constants are:
0 hW 9gS,= A=
( 2wg \e W
he w + We 2 _ W2)
S hw +
= 2); ALUA VA,
(0,0); v9 =0
thwo + h (W,2 _ W2)2
h (2 2
2wg (We W
nw, d 2
2
h 2wtiw + 2w( WA- LL)
h (W, 2 
_ 2)
2wg A 9
S2mw2 d2
as may be verified by the rewriting of (eq. 4.27) in terms of creation and annihila-
tion operators (eq. 4.20 with wi = wg). Although it would be possible to proceed
analytically, since our matrices are of dimension two, the resulting formulae will be
complicated and not particularly insightful as can be seen for the linearly displaced
oscillator model studied by Yan et. al. [13]. Instead, we opt for numerical calculation
of M via repeated application of equation (B - 22) followed by use of formula (B -
34) to evaluate the trace. The only inconvenience of our formalism stems from the
square root in equation (B - 34). As it is unclear which branch to select for given tl
and t2 , we are forced to analytically continue our results from the point tl = t2 = 0
in the manner described by Friesner et. al. [26].
In figure (4-2) we plot the response function (eqs. 4.12, 4.28), M(t1, t2 ), for the
parameter set: m = 1, wg = 1, we = 1, WA = 1, / = 1, d = 5, tf = 5, / = 1
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(4.32)
and 7 = 6.91 (-y value corresponds to W, = Wq = .501 in eq. (4.25) and a density
operator corresponding to better than 99.9% ground state occupation - for all practical
purposes this value of y gives rise to a minimum uncertainty target). The somewhat
jagged quality of the plot is a reflection of our time discretization (100 pts. between 0
and 5). We choose to include this figure to give the reader a feel for what M looks like,
but the real observable quantity of interest is the optimal field, E(t), corresponding
to the eigenvector of M associated with the largest eigenvalue. In figure (4-3) we
display the absolute value of this field in time. The field is seen to consist of a single
pulse at a time one half of a vibrational period prior to tf. Such a pulse seems very
reasonable as it ensures that the excited packet arrive at the target at the time tf.
For comparison, we also present two analogous plots for the same system, but with tf
extended to 12 (figures 4-4 and 4-5). Observe that now the optimal field consists of
two well separated pulses; the first at a time one and a half vibrational periods prior to
tf and the second at half a vibrational period prior to tf. Again this is reasonable as
the excited probability should all arrive at the target approximately at tj. Note how
the yield has increased from 0.3243 to 0.6485. This does not correspond to putting
twice as much energy into the system because we have constrained the input energy
to be constant. What has transpired to cause this twofold increase in yield can be
viewed as a coherent effect. Our incident energy constraint (eq. 4.14) ensures that
the two pulses of figure (4-5) each possess only half the integrated intensity of the
pulse in figure (4-3). Equivalently, this decrease in intensity corresponds to a scaling
of E(t) by a factor of 1/v/2 over a pulse in going from the single pulse profile to
the two pulse profile. Were excitation to the excited surface possible only via direct
population transfer by a given pulse we would observe identical yields for the one
and two pulse profiles as each pulse of the two pulse profile would promote half the
population of a single pulse with twice the energy. What we fail to include in this
picture, however, is the possibility of coherent transfer of population between the two
pulses. In essence this mechanism will provide two more pathways to excited state
transfer (i.e. the two off diagonal peaks in M of figure (4-4)) and hence a doubling
in yield! Of course experimentally such an effect will probably be hard to observe,
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Table 4.1: Yields for Various Combinations of Harmonic Frequencies
both because of the difficulty in phase locking two pulses and loss of coherence in the
sample itself due to coupling to other degrees of freedom.
To this point our model has only incorporated linear coupling between the elec-
tronic transition and the harmonic mode (i.e. a shift in position of the minimum of
the potential surface only). In order to exploit the more general nature of our for-
malism we now consider the effect of incorporating quadratic coupling (i.e. we 7 w 9).
Table (4.3.1) lists the yields for several different wg, we and WA combinations. All
other parameters are the same as previously discussed with tf set to 5 and we note
that with this target time that all pulse profiles consist of a single pulse. We observe
three clear trends within the table.
1. Increase
in yield.
2. Increase
yield.
3. Increase
in yield.
of wA while keeping the other frequencies fixed corresponds to a gain
of we while keeping the other frequencies fixed corresponds to a loss of
of W9 while keeping the other frequencies fixed corresponds to a gain
We interpret these findings as follows. Since we have taken our dipole moment
to be constant and we have a limited choice of excitation frequencies to choose from
due to the constant level spacing within the harmonic oscillator model, the profile
of excited population will be more or less determined by the Franck-Condon overlap
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w 9 we WA Yield
1.0 1.0 1.0 0.3243
1.0 1.0 0.8 0.3045
1.0 1.0 1.2 0.3391
1.0 0.8 1.0 0.5041
1.0 1.2 1.0 0.2257
0.8 1.0 1.0 0.2711
1.2 1.0 1.0 0.3708
factors between the ground and excited state oscillator levels. We argue that the
easiest way to control the population on the excited surface under these conditions
will be in modulation of amplitude of the applied field over time. The best control
of shape of the excited wave packet will be given by a ground state with the most
spatially constrained initial population (w, high), so as to give the narrowest profile
upon initial excitation, and an excited state with the lowest slope at q = 0 (we low),
so that the excited population evolves away from the vertical transition site slowly
thus giving the field more time to adjust. The yield dependence upon wA suggests
that although it may not be possible to create a wave packet in perfect agreement
with the goal, it will be possible to create a packet with appreciable probability at
q = 2d at the target time. A narrow target will lead to higher yield even if the fit is
reasonably poor because of the high overlap right at q = 2d whereas a broad target
would require quite a good fit to get a correspondingly good yield.
4.3.2 Multiple Modes and Dissipative Effects
The true strength in our harmonic treatment lies in the ease of treating a number
of quantum mechanical degrees of freedom exactly. In principle this ability could be
exploited to examine quantum control on rather large gas phase molecules - a possi-
bility we will not consider here. Instead, we demonstrate this ability by examining
and generalizing a model recently discussed by Cao et. al. [17]. The system we
consider is basically the same as that detailed in the preceding section, but with the
addition of several oscillators coupled to the primary coordinate. The coupling of the
primary coordinate to other modes serves as a model for dissipation (assuming we
examine times short enough to avoid Poincare recurrences due to the finite size of our
bath) and is of interest as a means to mimic intermolecular interactions in condensed
phases.
The Hamiltonians in the ground and excited state for our dissipative system are
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taken as:
2 2 N 2 m2 4H 9 -= 2  2i\+-IP+i m i i --
p mw 2 mi+i Ci
2m 2 2m 2 miw J
2 2 N 2
mw Pi i 2 ci_
He + (4 - d)2
2m 2 2mi 2 m- __
(4.33)
where 4 and j are the position operators for the primary coordinate whereas the 4s
and PIs are the operators for the bath modes with the associated frequencies, wi,
and masses, mi. The coupling constants, ci, allow for linear coupling between the
coordinates of the primary oscillator and the bath. To be fully general we could also
allow for the possibility of differing bath frequencies and coupling constants depending
upon the electronic state of the system, but in this preliminary study we restrict our
Hamiltonian to this simpler form. Calculation of the optimal field proceeds formally
identically to the treatment of the last section. Spatial constraints (and common
sense) preclude us from attempting to display the matrices S ,, etc. for a multiple
mode model, but generalization of the steps leading up to equations (4.32) should be
transparent.
Before proceeding with calculations we must specify the full set of masses, fre-
quencies and coupling constants for the bath. Although we restrict our set of bath
modes to be some finite number for calculational purposes, the presence of these
modes serves as a model for an infinite bath. It is known, both from classical stud-
ies [19] and quantum mechanical path integral methods [20, 28], that the effect of a
harmonic bath upon a system it is linearly coupled to may be completely specified if
the spectral density, defined by
J(w) = Y - 6(w - wi), (4.34)
2 2=1 miWi
is known. This suggests a convenient scheme for picking the set of bath constants
[21]. A functional form for J(w) is selected as is a finite set of modes with equally
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spaced frequencies. The coupling constants are then constrained by equation (4.34)to
be given by
2
c = -mwiJ(wi),Aw (4.35)i 7F
where we have taken the masses, mi, to be equal to the mass of the primary co-
ordinate, for convenience, and Aw represents the discretized frequency increment.
Mathematically, the functional form of J(w) is unrestricted, but for physical prob-
lems a suitable form must be chosen. To make contact with the work of Cao et. al.
[17] we will consider two different forms for J(w):
1. J(w) = row; We will refer to this form as representing ohmic friction.
2. J(w) D= -? ; We will refer to this form as representing non-ohmic friction.
The dissipative model we will study first is similar to the model studied by Cao et.
al. [17], and our interest in it is purely in proving the validity of our treatment. We
take the parameters of the primary coordinate to be identical to those of the preceding
section with wg = we = 1 and tf = 5. The target is taken to be the same minimum
uncertainty wavepacket centered at q = 2d. The bath is modeled by 11 modes with
frequencies evenly spaced between .5 and 1.5 and coupling constants dictated by
equation (4.35). This narrow range of frequencies is expected to be acceptable as the
primary coordinate will only couple effectively to those modes nearly in resonance
with it. The value of r10 will be varied and in the case of our non-ohmic form (case 2)
D will be set equal to 1. The bath is assumed to be in equilibrium with the primary
oscillator so that 0 = 1 will be used in the initial density matrix.
In figure 4-6 the yield (eq. 4.19) is plotted against the friction strength, ro for
the case of ohmic and non-ohmic friction (cases 1 and 2 above). In both cases,
increasing the friction is seen to significantly reduce the yield and the decrease in
yield is seen to be most severe for the ohmic case. This loss of yield reflects the
loss of energy from the primary mode to the bath. Such a loss of energy makes it
impossible for the wavepacket to get all the way to 2d and hence the overlap with
the target suffers accordingly. The relative severity of the loss of yield for the ohmic
case is attributable to the fact that equation (4.35) dictates coupling constants for
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the modes near frequency 1 to be larger than those in the non-ohmic case. Our
plot is in agreement with the treatment of Cao et al [17]. What is surprising is
that we are able to achieve this agreement with only 11 bath modes where as the
analytical technique of Cao takes an infinite number of modes into consideration. The
generality of our method allows for extension of the model beyond the analytically
solvable (wg = w = 1) case and in figure (4-7) we present results for varied excited
state frequencies in the case of non-ohmic dissipation. Note that as the excited
state frequency is decreased that the loss of yield, induced by increasing the friction
constant, goes up. This effect may be attributed to the longer vibrational period
associated with smaller frequencies which means a longer exposure to dissipation on
the way to the target.
As a final application of our dissipative model, we consider a situation similar
to the above with w9 = we = 1 and non-ohmic dissipation, but with tf set to 12
and ro fixed at the value of 0.02. In figure (4-8) we illustrate the response function,
M, as we did for the nondissipative cases in figures (4-2 and 4-4). Note that the
off diagonal peaks are barely visible now (compare to figure 4-2) and had we chosen
,o to be any larger they would have disappeared altogether at this level of contour
spacing. This shrinking of the off diagonal peaks is a result of loss of coherence
caused by the coupling to the bath. Whereas in the nondissipative case, extension of
tf to 12 resulted in a two fold increase of yield, in the dissipative case the increase is
barely noticeable. In fact, once o70 is brought to .1 the globally optimal field no longer
consists of two peaks, but only a single peak at a half period prior to tf.
4.4 Conclusion
We have demonstrated that the method of Balian and Brezin [25] is easily applied to
the problem of quantum control and that it exhibits advantages over methods pre-
viously implemented. In particular, the method allows for exact solutions to control
problems with arbitrary quadratic and linear potentials for the adiabatic surfaces.
Previously implemented exact methods were capable of describing only linear cou-
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pling between the ground and excited electronic states. Inspection of table (4.3.1)
demonstrates that the even the simplest manifestation of quadratic coupling can
lead to large effects in yield and should not be ignored. Furthermore, figure (4-7)
demonstrates the importance of quadratic coupling in the presence of dissipation.
We concede that none of the test cases discussed in this work would be impossible to
solve by other methods, but we believe that the extension of the present work to more
complicated systems is immediate and has the potential to look at problems which
would otherwise be difficult to consider. The application which immediately comes
to mind is that of a many atom molecule with changes in curvature of all harmonic
modes on making the ground to excited electronic transition.
It is true that a harmonic model misses a large part of the richness associated
with a general anharmonic potential, but current theoretical and computational lim-
itations defeat any hope of exactly solving a many dimensional anharmonic quantum
mechanical time dependent problem. Perhaps it would be possible to incorporate
the methods described here for a number of degrees of freedom while allowing other
degrees of freedom to move on anharmonic surfaces. Such a hybrid approach has been
discussed by Cao, Ungar and Voth [21] in a more limited context previously. We also
note that the Balian and Brezin method is completely portable to the case of control
on the ground state surface (i.e. a pump-dump experiment), but since such an experi-
ment requires two photons and hence higher orders of perturbation theory, the matrix
formulation of equation (4.17) breaks down. The additional computational expense
of iteratively solving for the optimal field for such a pump-dump type experiment
represents an appreciable hurdle and we have chosen not to pursue such a lofty goal
at this point. Finally, we mention that although the models we have considered are
relatively crude, they appear to demonstrate the same qualitative features associated
with more complex treatments. It seems clear, for instance, that control of molecular
dynamics makes sense only to the extent that you choose a sensible target. It will
never be possible to fully realize a target which corresponds to conserving energy for
the excited wave packet when dissipation is present. Perhaps, through detailed study
and understanding of such simple models, it will become possible to realistically assess
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the potential of quantum control as a means to influence chemistry.
4.5 Appendix A
For implementation of our formalism we
gives rise to the gaussian wave packet
1
A(q, p) = exp
2W Wp Wq
require knowledge of the operator which
(q - qc )2 (p - pc) 2 (A 1)
as represented in the Wigner phase space [22]. In (A - 1) the parameters qc and Pc
represent the centers of the packet in position and momentum space whereas Wq and
W, represent the width or spread of the packet. To begin, we invert the Wigner trans-
formation to give us the wave packet's representation in the more familiar coordinate
representation
1 r00(xjA x') - Ac (x = q + s/2, x' = q - s/2) = - 1 h dp e'PSA(q, p).
Carrying out the gaussian integrals and making the substitutions
x + X'
q 2
S = X--X
(A-2)
(A - 3)
we are lead to the form
( ) 1 1 -- q) 2  .Pc , (x 2
Ac (x, x')= 2exp - + (x - ')X- 2 i
2xh2x2Wq h 2h2 (A-4)
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which is in need of further simplification before we can determine the operator A as
defined in equation (A - 2). We claim that the operator A may be expressed as
1 1
A = 21 1 epcecc Ate ehe-kcd (A - 5)27r Wq
where the operator At must satisfy the simplified equation
( X + x ' )2  ( X - ' ) 2 W p(x Atx') exp - 8Wq 22 . (A-6)
This equivalence may be easily verified, simply by substitution of the form (A - 5)
for A into (x Alx') and comparison with equation (A - 4).
Recall the expression for the harmonic oscillator propagator in imaginary time
[23, 24]
(X|e-'Hh.o . I.) X- 27rh sinh(-ThWA) (A - 7)
exp {- A [(x + )2 tanh(ThwA/2) + (x - x') 2 coth(ThwA/2)]}
where Hh.o. is defined by
1 ^ mWA .2
Hh.o. = 2m + A 2. (A - 8)
Comparing to equation (A - 6), it is clear that At is just the (improperly normalized)
density operator for a single harmonic oscillator at temperature -y and frequency WA
provided that we make the identifications
WA V W 2
2m Wq tanh h2
7 = 4 qtanhh W n 4WpW,
(A - 9)
For convenience, we have chosen the mass of this fictitious oscillator to be the same
as that of the real oscillator in our problem. Inverting equation (A - 5) leads to our
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final form for A
A = 2sinh W exp c) 2 + q (A - 10)
A 2 ) 2m 2 ) )]
where the normalization has been considerably simplified by algebraic manipulations.
4.6 Appendix B
It is possible to compute averages of the form (eq. 4.23)
Tr eA BeC...} (B-l)
where A, B,... are operators composed of the bosonic creation and annihilation op-
erators (a,, ... aN, l,... atN) in arbitrary combination up to quadratic order. To do
so we need the following two tools:
1. A general algorithm for combining two such exponentiated quadratic operators
into a single exponentiated quadratic operator (it is indeed possible to do this
as we will show)
2. A means of tracing over a single exponentiated quadratic operator
Given this machinery, it is clear that extension to equation (4.23) will follow imme-
diately.
We present in this appendix a (somewhat) detailed derivation of the necessary
machinery to realize the computation of quantities of the form (eq. 4.23). Although
the results may be found elsewhere, [25, 26] we include a discussion here in the
interest of completeness and in order to correct some typographical errors appearing
in previous treatments. The key element to the method lies in the expression of the
bosonic commutation relations
[a, a] = [af , at](B 2)[a, [, (B-2)
[ai, c41 = 6 3
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in a more succinct fashion as (a - (al,... aN, al, ... at))
[ai, aj] = Ti
where the 2N x 2N matrix 7- is given by
We turn our attention now to the problem of combining (i.e. multiplying) two
exponentiated quadratic operators. For physical applications we will find it unnec-
essary to consider the completely general case and for this reason we will restrict all
future discussion to operators of the form
e!a Sa+Ara
e2 (B-5)
with S a symmetric ( S = S ) 2N x 2N matrix and A a 2N dimensional vector.
In building up to obtaining the formula for the product of two operators of form (B
- 5) we first consider the following transformation of the operators, ai,
Tat - e- a S-r eAr a e -a eA a S
= e-}a S (ac+A)e'aSa (B-6)
= j(er S)aij +Ai
or, in vector notation,
e 2 aSae -Ar c eAr a e~aSa =erS +A.
The equalities in equation (B - 6) may be verified by use of the expansion
X-X = - [ , ]+ ,X, ]2....2
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(B- 3)
0 1
-1 0
(B- 4)
(B-7)
(B-8)
We note that the matrix er S exhibits the property
er S = -e -  Sr (B - 9)
which will prove to be useful in deriving the upcoming formulae.
Successively transforming the operators a twice in the limit of A = 0 (i. e. double
application of equation B - 7 with A = 0) yields the relation
e-a S be--aS a S a ea S b =eS Sae Sb (B - 10)
however it should be clear that it must be possible to affect the same transformation
with a single exponential operator, e- a S C provided that the matrix S is chosen
to satisfy
er S = er Ser S b (B - 11)
The product rule for strictly quadratic operators is thus
!a Sa l S a la_
e2 e =e aS (B- 12)
with the relation between S , Sa and Sb given by equation (B - 11). For strictly
linear exponentiated operators, the result
eA a ae b = e[(A +A b)r a + a b (B - 13)
follows immediately from Weyl's formula ([X, aI] c-number)
e +  - eke e- [ , ]/2 (B - 14)
and we now must generalize these results to the general case of both linear and
quadratic terms in the exponent. It will suffice to find relationships between operators
of the following three forms
1. e a S eA r a
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2. eA ra e2~aS
3. ea S a +Ar a
since then we will be able to decompose the complicated exponent and use our existing
rules (eqs. B - 11 and B - 13) to compute products of purely quadratic and purely
linear exponents before reassembling.
The operator manipulation techniques of Wilcox [27] prove to be an invaluable tool
in relating the three types of operators mentioned above. In the interest of brevity we
will only derive the relationship between operators of forms 2 and 3 - the extension to
type 1 is immediate and completely analogous to the proceeding. Let us assume that
is is possible to relate operators of type 2 and 3 through a proportionality constant
so that there exist S, A , and v for given S ' and A ' such that
e e S ' = e~ + ra + (B - 15)
Let us further restrict our ansatz by assuming S = S '. We introduce the dummy
parameter, b, (eventually to be set to one) to implement Wilcox's parameter differ-
entiation technique and we write
bA S = ea Sa+A (b)r +v(b) (B- 16)
A (0) = v(0) = 0.
Differentiating both sides of (B - 16) with the aid of
- eX(b) = - dze - (1- z)X(b) e - zX(b) (B - 17)
Ob Jo Ob
leads to
J dz 7 a (-z) + )=Ara (B-18)
a (y) = e-y(v a S a +A r ac )c ey(v a S a +A r a )
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where a (z) can be thought of as the Heisenberg form of the operators a at time z
and is equivalent to
eyr S _ 1
a (y) = eyr S + A (B - 19)
-S
which is easily verified by noting that both forms given for a (y) give rise to the same
first order differential equation in y with the same initial conditions. Substituting the
expression (B - 19) for c (-z) into our integral equation (B - 18) renders the integral
soluble with the final result being (b now set equal to 1)
A (er S -1)A
S (B - 20)
=-,A 7- 1-e-(r S -- S
2  (T S) 2
So, we have succeeded in deriving the relation between exponentiated operators of the
form 2 and 3. For reference we write down the relationship between all three forms
(property (B - 9) and the (anti)symmetric nature of the matrices in our formulation
have been exploited to convert our result (B - 20) to the following form)
-a ce -1c S a la S aA'-ra S 'a a +i -a ce+ve e2 =e2 e
A =ei S '  erT S -_ (B -21)
1 sinhT -S-7 S
2 (r S)2
All our previous formulae may be summarized in the general product law
'e aSa,+A-ra 'aS b+ b - 'br S -+A 7 a+v (B-22)
e2 e2 e2 (B - 22)
with
e S = erSer Sb
eTS  erS a I- TS + r- b
A17e-7S -S b b
v 1A aT sinh'Si-S2 S aa b asinhA bS - S b (B-23)
(S) 2 a ( S b
1 sinhT S -7 S 1 erS a-1e S b-
2 (7S ) 2 7 -a TSb b"
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Given the above methodology for computing the product of two exponentiated
quadratic operators, we must now derive the formula for the trace of a single such
operator to complete our discussion. Begin with the general form of the expression
we would like to evaluate:
Tr {e S  +Ara . (B - 24)
The linear term is easily removed from the exponent by linearly transforming the
operators in such a way that
a'_ T = a + S -rA (B - 25)
which yields the purely quadratic form
Tr eaSa Ara e A Tr e2 a 'S . (B - 26)
In addition it should be noted that the new operators ca ' adhere to the same com-
mutation relations as a which may be viewed as a consequence of representing the
transformation T in the form of equation (B - 6). Further progress requires yet
another transformation of the operators a ' defined by
Ttoz - a c" = Ma ' (B - 27)
where M is taken to be the matrix (chosen to satisfy det M = 1) which diagonalizes
rS , i.e.
M -rSM = D. (B - 28)
The operators a " continue to observe the same commutation relations as a as TI
is also of the form (eq. B - 6). The matrix 7 satisfies
S17r-1M = -7 (B - 29)
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so that we arrive at
Tr eSa +Ara = e2 ATS irA Tr {e -
Since the new operators a " still obey the commutation relations corresponding to a
set of independent bosons and the trace may be evaluated in the basis corresponding
to these boson states we realize that
/"rDa = ni00
i=1 n,=O
exp -i- + (Th+ 1) di )
where di = D ii. The symmetric nature of S restricts di+N = -di so that our result
becomes
Tr e2aSa +Ara '=eArS -'rA /2 d/2
i=1 [ed/ 2 -
We would like to write this in a form which does not make reference to the eigenvalues,
di. Consider the following quantity:
det (er S
- 1) I -I (edi - 1)
S N l(ed - 1) (e - d
(_1)N I= 1 (ed,/2 -e
which leads to the final form of our answer
Tr {eljaS Aa } =e-ArS -1rA=e2
",-rDa 
" 
. (B- 30)
Tr e- 2 (B- 31)
(B- 32)
- 1)
-d,/2) 2
(B- 33)
1 1 (B- 34)
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(-1)"N det (e r S
STarget
eg
d
Figure 4-1: A qualitative sketch of quantum control for our simple model. The
two harmonic potentials are shifted by d relative to each other and in general have
different frequencies in the ground and excited state. The energy, Eeg, is the difference
in frequencies between the lowest vibrational eigenstate in each of the two electronic
states.
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Figure 4-2: The response function, M(tl, t2 ), for the simple model discussed in section
(4.3.1) with w = we - 1 and tf = 5 with the target being a minimum uncertainty
wavepacket localized at q = 2d (see text). The contours represent a peak (as opposed
to a valley) with individual contours valued at: .1, .2, .3, .4, .5 and .6 in our simplified
units. The function has been plotted for 100 points in each direction corresponding
to a time discretization of .05 time units.
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Figure 4-3: The (normalized) magnitude of the optimal field associated with the
response function of figure (4-2). The chosen time discretization of 100 points accounts
for the "choppiness" in the plot. As indicated, this field produces a yield (eq. 4.19)
of 0.3243.
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Figure 4-4: The response function for the situation analogous to figure (4-2) in every
way except that tf is set to 12. The four peaks are represented by contours valued
at: .083, .17, .25, .33, .42, .5 and .58.
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Figure 4-5: The (normalized) magnitude of the optimal field associated with the
response function of figure (4-4). The doubling of yield associated with this field rela-
tive to the field of figure (4-3) may be attributed to a coherent transfer of population
between the two pulses (see text).
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Figure 4-6: Plots of the yield vs. friction strength, 770, for a single harmonic mode
coupled to a "bath" of harmonic modes (see text). The functional forms for the
spectral density for each of the two types of friction are described in section (4.3.2).
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Figure 4-7: Three plots of yield vs. (non-ohmic) friction strength. The convergence
of the three plots suggests that dissipation has a more severe effect on the oscillators
with longer periods of vibration.
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Figure 4-8: The response function for the same system as in figure (4-4), but with
the addition of dissipation in the form of non-ohmic friction with qo = .02. Coupling
to a bath is seen to reduce coherence in the primary coordinate over long times thus
leading to the decay of the off diagonal peaks. The contours are valued at: .083, .17,
.25, .33, .42, .5 and .58.
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Figure 4-9: The optimal control field associated with the response function in figure
(4-8).
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